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INDIANA LEGISLATION-1941*
The work of the Eighty-second General Assembly can
not be judged, alone, by the 238 acts and 10 joint and con-
current resolutions which it passed. By far the greater
amount of its activity was directed toward the sifting process
by which legislative proposals were rejected. Thus although
the following analysis of important new statutes is a valuable
lawyer's tool, it does not give proper emphasis to the negative
exercise of legislative power which rejected 10 bills for every
one adopted.
Some comment also should be directed to the total amount
of new legislation. It is popular to criticize the flood of
legislation, yet the 238 new acts do not extend regulation
substantially. If it were constitutionally possible to enact
the 238 separate statutes as 30 or 40 acts relating to the 30
or 40 general subjects of legislation, the hue and cry against
the extent of legislative action would probably subside. It
is the significance of the law, not its bulk which should
measure its effect.
The total legislative product of this session does not
differ greatly from the pattern of previous legislatures. A
large number of the acts relate to state administration. The
number of regulatory acts remain large. Acts relating to
local government hold a prominent place in the legislative
product. The usual number of acts relating to the terms of
circuit courts again appear. Some, obviously special legisla-
tion, and a few legalizing acts complete the picture.
The joint and concurrent resolutions indicate some change
in the legislature's evaluation of its own functions. Two con-
current resolutions and a joint resolution create commissions
for the interim study of important legislation.' One concur-
rent and one joint resolution instruct administrative tribunals
and law enforcing agents as to the type of regulation and
enforcement that the legislation intends.2 In direct language
the Assembly points out that "There are adequate provisions
in the laws of our state to prevent the corruption of the
* This article was prepared jointly by the senior members of the
Student Editorial Board.
1 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 241, 244, 245.
2 Id. c. 242, 246.
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morals of our children and youth by outlawing obscene, lewd,
indecent and lascivious literature; . . . that those persons
charged with the enforcement of our laws should take action
to diligently prosecute the offenders of the statutes designed
to curb the above mentioned evils."3  This conception of the
legislature directing enforcement of its own laws and assum-
ing a responsibility for not only the enactment of the law
but the existence of the enactment in fact as law is a unique
and encouraging development in the legislative pattern.
Three joint resolutions propose constitutional amend-
ments: for home rule charters for cities,4 and for extending
the term of office of the prosecuting attorney5 and for all
county officials.6
The form of legislative enactment and the quality of
draftsmanship appears to improve with each succeeding ses-
sion. Some untoward tendencies, however, appear. Of the
238 acts passed by the 82nd General Assembly, 50 per cent
were amendatory, 45 per cent original, and 5 per cent re-
pealing. The percentage of original legislation is astonish-
ingly high. In most states it is unusual for the amount of
original legislation to exceed 25 or 30 per cent of the total.
It is, of course, perfectly obvious that 45 per cent of the
enactment of the 1941 session was not new legislation. By
far the largest part of it was amendatory of prior enactment.
It is called original only because it is written in the form of
original legislation. What may seem to be purely a technical
quibble as to the form of the legislation has, however, im-
portant consequences for the lawyer. It is always difficult
to absorb with accuracy original legislation into a code of
law. Its effect on past legislation must always be by im-
plication which will inevitably lead to litigation shrouded in
ambiguity and uncertainty.1
The unusually high percentage of original legislation in
Indiana is probably attributable to an unfortunate interpre-
3 Id. c. 242.4 1d. c. 243.
5 Id. c. 247.
6 Id. c. 248.
7 When an original act is passed regulating subject matter already
covered by existing legislation, no one can predict prior to judicial
decision whether the new act repeals by implication or is only
supplementary. Such uncertainty is entirely unnecessary and in-
vites all possible censure.
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tation of the constitutional provision relating to amendments.8
No other state follows the Indiana interpretation, and it is
hoped that when the question again arises the legislature may
be freed from a limitation which makes the easy amendment
of statutes impossible and which makes the constitutionality
of any amendment uncertain. In 1930 the Harvard Law
Review commenting upon the form of amendments in Indiana
observed, that a "Perusal of the Indiana amendatory acts...
reveals astonishingly long and redundant titles and meaning-
less lengthy previews. Responsibility for these curiosities
of the draftsman's art does not lie with the unprofessional
legislator but must be put to the artful construction given by
courts to the common constitutional provision forbidding
amendment by reference to the title of acts and requiring the
amended act to be set forth in full." 9 The comment concluded
"Insistence upon unimportant technicalities such as these
not only serves to provide pitfalls for the draftsman. It
tends to make a mystery of his profession instead of elevat-
ing it to the position of a science. For civilized peoples, it
makes the statute book a wilderness of waste words. 1 0
The Indiana Constitution in common with the constitu-
tional provisions of most states, requires that "No act shall be
revised or amended by mere reference to its titles; but the
act revised, or section amended, shall be set forth and pub-
lished at full length."'1 Nothing in this constitutional pro-
vision requires that the amendatory act include the title of the
original act and certainly there is no indication that the title
be reproduced in ipsissimis verbis. By an interpretation fol-
lowed only in Indiana this requirement has been read into
the constitution which together with another uniquely In-
diana doctrine that an amendment wipes out the existing
original legislation and only the amendment can be amended.'
2
The result is that titles to amendatory acts in Indiana are
8 Ind. Cont. Art. IV, §21.
a Legis. (1930) 43 HARV. L. r!V. 482.
'OId. at 485.
"Ind. Const. Art. IV, §21.
12 Thus an amendment must be to the last amendatory act and an
attempt to amend the original act is void. Draper v. Fayley, 33
Ind. 465 (1870); Blakemore v. Dolan, 50 Ind. 194 (1875); Feible-
man v. State, 98 Ind. 516 (1884); Boring v. State, 141 Ind. 640,
41 N. E. 270 (1894) ; Mitsker v. Whitsell, 181 Ind. 126, 103 N. E.
1078 (1913). Cf. State ex rel. v. Bowman, 199 Ind. 436, 156
N. E. 394 (1927).
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frequently longer than the act itself.13 An over solicitous
desire to preserve the constitutional provision 4 has in fact
destroyed its usefulness and removed its protection. 5
The development of an orderly and consistent body of
legislation in Indiana would be greatly stimulated if legisla-
tures were free from the hazards inherent in drafting
amendatory statutes. The adoption of the constitutional rule
followed by the great majority of states permitting the identi-
fication of the act to be amended by reference to chapter
number or code and by a disclosure of the subject matter in-
volved would promote this result. Adequate safeguard re-
mains in the requirement that the act or section amended be
set forth at full length.1 Without the adoption of this in-
terpretation legislative draftsmen will be helpless to stem
the tide of original legislation or to promote the orderly de-
velopment of a consistent code of laws.
The full disclosure of the character of the amendment is
now achieved through the printing of amendatory bills with
italicized changes. It would not greatly increase the bulk of
the session laws if the printed statutes adopted the same pro-
cedure. This simple visual device would greatly assist the
hurried lawyer in determining the changes made in existing
law.1 7
23 The older session laws contained more grotesque examples but the
policy in the last few sessions has been to enact original acts to
avoid the dangerous and cumbersome amendatory form. See, Ind.
Acts 1929, c. 68; Ind. Acts 1917, c. 74, 140, 156; Ind. Acts 1913,
c. 229; Ind. Acts 1909, c. 124. But even the 1941 Indiana Legisla-
ture found it necessary to use some lengthy amendatory titles. See
Ind. Acts 1941, c. 37, 57, 222, 223.
14 The abuse of the "blind amendment" is always cured by setting
forth in full the section as amended. Originally the court required
that the section amended be set forth at length both in its original
and amended form. But in Greencastle Southern Turnpike Com-
pany v. State, 28 Ind. 382 (1867), the court reversed its previous
decisions and held that setting forth at length in its amended form
was sufficient. The court in that case recognized the impractica-
bility of the previous requirement. It is hoped that a reexamina-
tion of the present interpretation will result in a more liberal rule.
'3 The requirement imposed by the court has little practical value in
informing of the act. Indeed, the present titles do more to pre-
vent disclosure of the content of amendments than to enhance it.
'( There is no affirmative requirement in the constitution that the title
of the act be set forth at full length. The general rule of con-
struction is that the title is no part of the act and if the same
rule is applied to the constitutional requirement, then there is no
need for compounding title upon title until the amendment is lost
in an ununderstandable recitation of section numbers.
'1 The practice is already followed in the printing of bills for the
legislator's use and many states have adopted the practice in the
publication of the acts. See, Legis. (1930) 43 HARV. L. REV. 1143.
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EXECUTIVE-ADMINISTRATIVE ACT OF 1933
I
Prior to 1933 there was no organized plan of administra-
tion in Indiana. Administrative agencies had been created
from time to time, with the result that some duplication, and
much overlapping of activities existed among the various
boards. Each was independent of the other and no single
person had the power to reconcile their jurisdictional conflicts.,
The Executive-Administrative Act of 19332 completely
reorganized the administrative branch of the state govern-
ment. It established eight divisions within the executive
department.3  The Governor was given the power to assign
the various state administrative bodies among these eight
departments,4 and all elective executive offices, except con-
stitutional ones, were abolished. 5 The Governor was given
the power to terminate, at his discretion, the appointment of
every officer and employee covered by the act.6 All vacancies,
with the exception of immediate aids to the elective officials, 7
were to be filled by appointees of the governor and the appoint-
ments were to continue at his discretion. A maximum tenure
of four years was placed upon these appointments, but all
officers were eligible for reappointment at the expiration of
their terms. Boards were created to administer each depart-
ment and the governor was a member of each board.8 The
act concentrated responsibility in the governor, eliminated
duplicating activities, and simplified the state administrative
1 REfPORT, IND. COMM. ON GOVERNMENTAL ECONOMY, p. 44 (1935).
2Ind. Acts 1933, c. 4, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §60-101 et seq.
3 These were the Executive, State, Audit and Control, Treasury,
Law Education, Public Works, and Commerce and Industries de-
partment. IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §60-102. Later a State
Department of Public Welfare was created. Ind. Act Spec. Sess.
1936, c. 3, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1940) §52-1101.
4 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §60-109.
5Id. at §60-103. These were the Governor, Secretary, Auditor, Treas-
urer of State, and State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Upon the expiration of the term of the then incumbent attorney
general, that office was abolished by §60-104.
0 But in no event was an existing officer to serve later than June
30, 1933. Id. at §60-105.
71d. at §60-106.
sId. at §§60-109 to 117.
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organization. Under the act the governor truly was the chief
executive of the state.9
The 1941 General Assembly repealed the State Executive-
Administrative Act of 1933,10 and created a new administrative
organization"' providing for the termination of employment of
all officers within the scope of the act, the appointment of
officers to replace those whose tenures were ended, and for
the reorganization of administrative agencies into four depart-
ments. Each department was headed by a board of three
persons, composed either of two elective administrative officers
and the Governor, or one elective administrative officer,
the Governor and the Lieutenant Governor. Existing ad-
ministrative agencies were placed in one of the administra-
tive departments and the board heading the department was
empowered to appoint and remove personnel within the
department.
The office of attorney general and department of law
was abolished, as were the tenure of the attorney general,
deputies, and employees of the department of law.'12 A new
office of attorney general to be filled by popular election was
created, the first election to be November, 1942.Y.
The State Board of the Department of Education was
abolished and a new Board of Education of nine members
created. 14 The State Superintendent of Public Instruction
was to have full voting rights and be, ex officio, president of
the board. Four appointments to the board were to be by
the Governor, and four by the Lieutenant Governor, unless
the Governor and Lieutenant Governor were of the same
political party, in which case all were to be appointed by the
Governor.
9 "The Governor [is] the real head of the administration in the same
way that the President is head of the national administration,
and just as the general manager of a large business undertaking
is at its head." REPORT, IND. COMM. ON GOVERNMENTAL ECONOMY,
p. 45 (1935).
'oInd. Acts 1933, c. 4, p. 7, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §§ 60-101,
60-133.
"Ind. Acts 1941, c. 13, p. 31, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941)
§§60-135, 60-157; also repealed by Ind. Acts 1941, c. 4, p. 8; noted
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §60-135.
12 1nd. Acts 1941, c. 108.
1' Id. Acts 1941, c. 109; IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§49-
1919, 1920.




[Because of a difference of opinion among the members of the
Editorial Board Parts II and III represent conflicting views on the
case of Tucker v. State.]
The acts considered above were vetoed by the Governor
and thereafter passed over his veto by the General Assembly.
Upon adjournment of the legislature, the Governor, in behalf
of the state, sought to enjoin the operation of these acts, on
the grounds that the legislature unconstitutionally delegated
executive power to ministerial officials. The lower court
granted the injunction and on appeal the Supreme Court held
the acts to be unconstitutional. 15
The majority of the court stated that under the Indiana
Constitution all executive power is vested in the Governor
only, that the appointive function is an exercise of executive
power, and concluded, therefore, that only the Governor can
appoint.
The court deduced its major premise from the express
separation of powers provision of the Indiana Constitution,
emphasizing that the administrative department was specific-
ally included in the executive. 16 According to the court, the
powers of government are granted to specific agencies within
the departments and not to the departments. 1  Thus the
executive power is vested in the Governor and not in the
executive department.18 The court concluded that any execu-
tive power not expressly delegated elsewhere by the Consti-
tution, or not incidental to some principal power elsewhere
granted, resides solely in the Governor."
The minor premise, that the appointive power is inher-
'S Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270 (Ind. 1941).
13"The powers of the Government are divided into three separate
departments; the Legislative, the Executive, including the Admin-
ist ative, and the Judicial; and no person charged with official
duties under one of these departments shall exercise any of the
functions of another, except as in this Constitution expressly pro-
vided." Ind. Const. (1852) Art. III, §1.
"7The legislative authority is vested in the General Assembly, Ind.
Const. Art. IV, §1; the executive power is vested in a Governor,
id. at Art. V, §1; the judicial power is vested in the courts, id.
at Art. III, §1.
1s Id. at Art. V, §1.
19 The court, from its study of the constitutional debates and other
historical writings of the time, concluded that the convention
clearly intended this. See Fansler, C. J., in Tucker v. State, 35
N. E. (2d) 270, 279-281 (Ind. 1941); accord, Meyers v. United
States, 272 U. S. 52, 123 (1926).
1941]
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ently executive, is established by the present case.20 Only
the following exceptions to the Governor's exclusive appointive
powers are allowed: (1) each independent department has
some appointive power as an incident of its principal power ;21
(2) each elective official may appoint deputies or employees
whose duties are incidental to the discharge of the adminis-
trative function of his office.2 2 Once these two premises have
been established, the conclusion that only the Governor can
appoint is inescapable.
One of the problems in the instant case involved the
sharing of the executive appointive power with purely admin-
istrative officers. The court's conclusion that this sharing
is not permitted under the Indiana Constitution 23 is supported
by the constitutional command that the Governor faithfully
execute the laws.24 Since the Governor can not perform this
function alone, it is essential to the proper discharge of this
duty that he have the power to select the executive and
administrative personnel of the state.25  However, this ap-
pointive power cannot be delegated, even in part, to adminis-
trative officers. Although the administrative department is
20 However, prior Indiana cases have definitely stated that the gen-
eral appointive power is intrinsically executive. See State ex rel.
Yancey v. Hyde, 121 Ind. 20, 25-30, 22 N. E. 644, 646 (1889);
Evansville v. State ex rel. Blend, 118 Ind. 426, 443, 21 N.E. 267,
272 (1889); State ex rel. Jameson v. Denny, Mayor, 118 Ind. 382,
389, 390, 391, 394, 21 N. E. 252, 254, 255, 257 (1889).
21 State ex rel. Hovey v. Noble4 118 Ind. 350, 21 N. E. 244 (1888)
(act creating Supreme Court Commissioners to be appointed by
the Legislature for the purpose of assisting the court in perform-
ing its judicial function was held an unlawful interference with
the independence of the judiciary).
22 Fansler, C. J., in Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 284 (ind. 1941).
22 Cf. Gray, Governor v. State ex rel. Coghlen, 72 Ind. 567, 578 (1880)
holding that such officers may be joined with the Governor in the
exercise of ministerial functions, but by dictum stating that they
may not be joined with him in the exercise of executive functions.
Also see French v. State ex rel. Harley, 141 Ind. 618, 635, 41
N. E. 2, 7 (1895).
24 1nd. Const. Art. V, §16.
25 That the appointive power is intrinsically executive, see State ex rel.
Coogan v. Barbour, 53 Conn. 76, 85, 22 Ati. 686, 688 (1885);
State ex rel. Jameson v. Denny, Mayor, 118 Ind. 382, 394, 21 N. E.
252, 257 (1889); Evansville v. State ex rel. Blend, 118 Ind. 426,
443, 21 N. E. 267, 272 (1889); Sibert v. Garrett, 197 Ky. 17, 246
S. W. 455 (1922); Attorney General v. Varnum, 167 Mass. 477,
480, 46 N.E. 1, 2 (1897); State v. Washburn, 167 Mo. 680, 67
S. W. 592 (1902); ef. Meyers v. United States 272 U. S. 52, 117,
118, (1926). In general see WILLIS, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (1936)
141. The Constitution of Florida expressly places the residuary
appointive power in the governor. State v. Hooker, 39 Fla. 477,
22 So. 721 (1897).
[Vol. 17
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included in the executive, it is the Governor, not the adminis-
trative department, who is charged with the duty of executing
the laws. Furthermore, the administrative officials provided
for in the Constitution are not granted any executive func-
tion.2 6 Finally, it is clear that the selection of individuals to
head the various agencies of the state is not a ministerial,
but an executive function, requiring the use of great dis-
cretion.
The second problem presented by the 1941 reorganizing
acts wasthe delegation of executive appointing power to the
Lieutenant Governor. This delegation is invalid on the same
reasoning which nullified the delegation to administrative
officials. Since the Governor is given all executive power
except that elsewhere delegated, 2 and since the duties assigned
to the Lieutenant Governor by the Constitution do not ex-
pressly include the power to sit on boards with the Governor
and exercise the executive appointive power, 2 such delegations
are void.
By express Constitutional provision, offices that were
appointive by the General Assembly at the time the Con-
stitution was adopted may still be filled by legislative appoint-
ment ;29 thus several cases that seem in conflict with the
majority opinion are, in fact, distinguishable. 30
III
In Tucker v. States' a majority of the Indiana Supreme
Court held that all state appointive power, not incidental to
261nd. Const. Art. VI, §1. This provision is interpreted to mean that
the Secretary, Auditor, and Treasurer of State are granted only
those powers sufficient to carry out the functions of their office,
and none of the general executive power. Fansler, C. J., in Tucker
v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 291, 292 (Ind. 1941).
2
7 Ind. Const. Art. V, §1.
28 The Lieutenant Governor is given the duties of the governor in
case of incapacity of the latter. The Lieutenant Governor presides
over the Senate and may cast a vote in case of a tie. Id. at
§§10, 21.
29 All officers whose appointments are not otherwise provided for in
the constitution shall be chosen in such manner as now is, or
hereafter may be prescribed by law. Ind. Const. Art. XV, §1.
80 Hovey, Governor v. State ex rel. Carson, 119 Ind. 395, 21 N. E. 21
(1889) ; see State ex rel. Worrell v. Peele, 121 Ind. 495, 505, 22 N. E.
654, 658 (1889); State ex rel. Geake v. Fox, Comptroller, 158 Ind.
126, 139, 63 N. E. 19, 24 (1902) (Art. XV, §1 of Indiana Con-
stitution discussed and explained).
31 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270 (Ind. 1941).
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the exercise of some other power expressly granted, is in
the Governor.
32
Nowhere does the constitution grant an express general
power of appointment to the governor. The court sought
to imply it from the grant of executive power, 33 from the
Governor's responsibility to take care that the laws are faith-
fully executed, 34 and from the presumed intention of the
Indiana constitutional convention of 1851.
35
Having implied the grant of power, the court interpreted
the separation of powers 36 to require that the grant be exclu-
sive, and by this chain of reasoning reached the holding of
the case. To buttress its holding, the majority said that the
decision was supported by "the weight of authority" at the
time the Indiana constitution was adopted,3T and at the
present time.3 8
Few recorded cases prior to 1851 involve appointive
power, but their holdings and language seem contra to the
instant case.3 9 And if the indulgence be granted that consti-
tutions meant in 1851 what the respective state courts sub-
sequently interpreted them to mean, at least five more states
denied that the governor had exclusive appointive power.
4
1
Apparently no case under state constitutions in effect in 1851
implied the appointive power in the governor of a state.
The grant of executive power does not carry with it
the power to appoint ;41 nor does the duty to take care that
321d. at 284.
33 nd. Const. Art. V, §1.
341d. at §16. The majority also relies on the governor's authority to
sign commissions as implying the power to appoint, under Id.
Const. Art. XV, §6. See Mr. Judge Richman's discussion of the
fallacy of this argument and cases cited in Tucker v. State, 35 N.
E. (2d) 270, 308. (Ind. 1941) (dissenting opinion).
35 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 278 et seq. (Ind. 1941).
36 Ind. Const. Art. III.
3 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 281 (Ind. 1941).
38 Id. at 284.
39 People v. Fitch, 1 Cal. 536 (1851); Commonwealth v. Hanley, 9 Pa.
513 (1848).
-0 Mayor v. City Council of Baltimore, 15 Md. 376 (1859); Davis v.
State, 7 Md. 151 (1854); see In re Opinion of the Justices, 302
Mass. 605, 621, 19 N. E. (2d) 807, 818 (1939) ; People v. Hurlbut,
24 Mich. 44, 63 (1871); cf. State v. Seymour, 35 N. J. L. 47, 54(1871) ; People v. Woodruff, 32 N. Y. 355, 364 (1865).
-1 "The chief executive power of the state shall be vested in a governor.
... Now, if it could be shown that the power to appoint all officers
which are not expressly made elective by the people is a part of 'the
chief executive power of the state,' the appellant's contention
[Vol. 17
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the laws be faithfully executed include this power.42 Appoint-
ments by the governor have been held ineffective without
statutory authority, 43 or without complying with a statutory44
or constitutional requirement.45 Many decisions hold that
the legislature may appoint state officers,6 or designate who
shall appoint.47 In the few states whose courts have held
that the legislature can not itself appoint, the majority rule
expressly denies that the power is in the governor.48  The
rule is almost universal that appointive power is not vested
in the governor, in the absence of constitutional or statutory
grant of power.49
would be sustained; but no authority whatever has been cited
to sustain this view, nor is it believed that any exists . . . " Biggs
v. McBride, 17 Ore. 640, 21 Pac. 878, 881 (1889). To the same
effect, State v. Boucher, 3 N. D. 389, 395, 56 N. W. 142, 144 (1893) ;
Richardson v. Young, 122 Tenn. 471, 125 S. W. 664, 669 (1910);
cf. Dunbar v. Cronin, 18 Ariz. 583, 164 Pac. 447, 450 (1917); Peo-
ple v. Morgan, 90 Ill. 558, 562 (1878).
42 "It is true that certain powers are peculiar to each department
and the Governor sees that they (the laws) are faithfully executed
• . .It does not follow, as a necessary conclusion, that, in order to
perform this duty, he must have agents of his own nomination.
Our form of government, in its various changes has never recog-
nized this power as an executive prerogative." Mayor v. City Coun-
cil of Baltimore, 15 Md. 376, 456 (1859).
43 Cox. State, 72 Ark. 97, 78 S. W. 756 (1904); Davis v. State, 7 Md.151 (1854); of. People v. Fitch, 1 Cal. 519, 536 (1851); Cunning-
ham v. Sprinkle, 124 N. C. 642, 33 S. E. 138, 139 (1899).
44People v. Osborne, 7 Colo. 605, 4 Pac. 1074 (1884); see State _v.
Wright, 251 Mo. 325, 335, 158 S. W. 823, 827 (1913).
-15 State v. Bowden, 92 S. C. 393, 75 S. E. 866 (1912).
46 Cox v. State, 72 Ark. 97, 78 S. W. 756 (1904); People v. Fitch, 1 Cal.
519 (1851); Cunningham v. Sprinkle, 124 N. C. 642, 33 S. E. 138(1899) ; Richardson v. Young, 122 Tenn. 471, 125 S. W. 664 (1910).
4' Shute v. Frohmiller, 53 Ariz. 483, 90 P. (2d) 998 (1939); see Ingard
v. Barker, 27 Idaho 124, 147 Pac. 293, 294 (1915); of. People v.
Woodruff, 32 N. Y. 355, 368 (1865).
48 Craig v. O'Rear, 199 Ky. 553, 251 S. W. 828 (1923); see In re
Opinion of the Justices, 302 Mass. 605, 621, 19 N. E. (2d) 807, 818(1939).
49 Fox v. McDonald, 101 Ala. 51, 13 So. 416 (1893) ; Dunbar v. Cronin,
18 Ariz. 583, 164 Pac. 447 (1917); Cox v. State, 72 Ark. 97, 78
S. W. 756 (1904); People v. Fitch, 1 Cal. 519 (1851); People v.
Osborne, 7 Colo. 605, 4 Pac. 1074 (1884); State v. Bird, 120 Fla.
780, 163 So. 248 (1935); Americus v. Perry, 114 Ga. 881, 40 S. E.
1004 (1902); People v. Morgan, 90 Ill. 558 (1878); Craig v. O'Rear,
199 Ky. 553, 251 S. W. 828 (1923); State v. Herron, 24 La. Ann.
432 (1872) ; Davis v. State, 7 Md. 151 (1854) ; People v. Hurlbut, 24
Mich. 44 (1871); Daley v. St. Paul, 7 Minn. 390 (1862); State v.Seymour, 35 N. J. L. 47 (1871); State v. Rosenstock, 11 Nev. 128(1876); Cunningham v. Sprinkle, 124 N. C. 642, 33 S. E. 138(1899); State v. Boucher, 3 N. D. 389, 56 N. W. 142 (1893); Biggs
v. McBride, 17 Ore. 640, 21 Pac. 878 (1889); Commonwealth v.
Hanley, 9 Pa. 513 (1848); State v. Bowden, 92 S. C. 393, 75 S. E.
19411
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The majority further relied on Meyers v. United States ;50
but cases involving interpretation of the federal constitution
seem inapplicable. Authorities long have recognized a dif-
ference in the powers of federal and state governmental de-
partments. 51
Although Judge Richman cited numerous instances where
appointive power had been placed in others than the gover-
nor,52 the majority refused to give weight to this contempor-
aneous construction of the constitution. Practical or con-
temporaneous construction is generally recognized as a proper
method of interpretation which creates a strong presumption, 3
entitled to great weight.5 4
866 (1912); Richardson v. Young, 122 Tenn. 471, 125 S. W. 664(1910); Bridges v. Shallcross, 6 W. Va. 562 (1873); People v.
Henderson, 4 Wyo. 535, 35 Pac. 517 (1894); see Ingard v. Barker,
27 Idaho 124, 147 Pac. 293, 294 (1915); In re Opinion of the
Justices, 302 Mass. 605, 621, 19 N. E. (2d) 807, 818 (1939); State
v. Wright, 251 Mo. 325, 335, 158 S. W. 823, 827 (1913); People
v. Woodruff, 32 N. Y. 355, 364 (1865); Gorham v. Robinson, 57
R. I. 1, 17, 186 Atl. 832, 841 (1936) ; of. Barrett v. Duff, 114 Kan.
220, 232, 217 Pac. 918, 924 (1923). Judge Richman in his dis-
senting opinion declared that he could "find no decision which sus-
tains the contention ... that the appointing power resides in the
Governor." The majority apparently have not disputed this state-
ment by citation.
50272 U. S. 52 (1926).
51 The federal government is one of delegated powers; the Indiana
Constitution provides that all power is inherent in the people. Ind.
Const. Art. I, §1.
Elsewhere the distinction between federal and state governments
has been recognized as to power of appointment. See Bridges v.
Shallcross, 6 W. Va. 562, 573 (1873). Under state government this
power repeatedly has been held to be a power of sovereignty re-
served to the people, Fox v. McDonald, 101 Ala. 51, 13 So. 416
(1893); Cox v. State, 72 Ark. 97, 78 S. W. 750 (1904); Mayor v.
City Council of Baltimore, 15 Md. 376 (1859); People v. Henderson,
4 Wyo. 535, 35 Pac. 517 (1894) ; or a power of their representatives,
the legislature, see Dunbar v. Cronin, 18 Ariz. 583, 164 Pac. 447,
450 (1917); or the power is held to be a political function to be
placed where the people will, Richardson v. Young, 122 Tenn. 471,
125 S. W. 664 (1910) ; see State v. Frazier, 47 N. D. 314, 322, 182 N.
W. 545, 547 (1921).
52 See Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 310, 311 (Ind. 1941) (dis-
senting opinion).
53"Where there has been contemporaneous practical construction of
particular provisions of the constitution, . . . which has been ac-
quiesced in for a considerable period, . . . it is not to be denied
that a strong presumption exists, that the construction rightly in-
terprets the intention." Bridges v. Shallcross, 6 W. Va. 562, 575,
576 (1873).
5 "The power exercised by the legislature in the appointment of some
of these officers . . . is, in itself, a contemporaneous construction
of the constitution which, if the question were doubtful, might be
sufficient to turn the scale in its favor. Under any view, such
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Prior Indiana decisions hold that appointment to office
is an executive or administrative function,55 but deny that
the governor has the exclusive power.56 The appointive power
could be given to one or more administrative officers.57 Ap-
pointment by a board similar to the ones in controversy has
been upheld. 8  Even nominations by non-governmental
agencies have been held valid. 59 Thus, if doubt existed prior
to the instant decision concerning the meaning of Article V,
contemporaneous construction and judicial decision support
the dissent. Only by a priori determination could the major-
ity have decided that the contemporaneous legislative con-
struction was in open violation of Article V.60
In developing its construction of the constitution, the
majority asserted that the intention of the Indiana constitu-
tional convention was to vest the appointive power in the
Governor; first, because "the Constitution-makers knew that
the appointive power was in the President under the Federal
construction is entitled to great weight, and could not be lightly re-
garded." Briggs v. McBride, 17 Ore. 640, 21 Pac. 878, 881 (1889);
of. Mayor v. City Council of Baltimore, 15 Md. 376, 458 (1859).
55See State v. Hyde, 129 Ind. 296, 308, 28 N. E. 186, 189 (1891)
(governor's appointee had no right to the office of state supervisor
of oil inspection; the appointee of the state geologist, as provided
by statute, was the legal holder of the office).
56 "While the appointment to office is, generally, the exercise of an
executive or administrative function, we do not think it must, of
necessity, be made by the chief executive ... " Ibid.
7 ,. . . the general assembly has created . . . (named offices)
and many other offices, and has made the incumbents of such
offices appointive ... it need not provide that such appointments
shall be made by the governor. Such appointments, if the law so
provides, could doubtless be made by the governor of the state, or
by any one or more of the administrative state officers.
"We are not aware that a different doctrine has ever been
advanced or advocated by any one." State v. Gorby, 122 Ind. 17, 25,
23 N. E. 678, 681 (1890).
68 French v. State, 141 Ind. 618, 41 N. E. 2 (1895).
SO Overshiner v. State, 156 Ind. 187, 59 N. E. 468 (1900), over-,uled,
Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270 (Ind. 1941).
60 The argument of the majority as to open violation seemingly ignores
the function of contemporaneous construction in constitutional in-
terpretation. In Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wheat. 213, 290 (U. S.
1827), the court said, "Every candid mind will admit that this is a
very different thing from contending that the frequent repetition
of wrong will create a right. It proceeds upon the assumption that
the contemporaries of the constitution have claims to our deference
on the question of right, because they had the best opportunities of
informing themselves of the understanding of the framers of the
constitution, and of the sense put upon it by the people when it was
adopted by them .....
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Constitution,"61 and second that "the Constitution-makers
knew that the appointive power was.., in the governor under
the old Constitution of Indiana, and that it was there curtailed
and limited by a provision for approval by the Senate. In
the new Constitution they omitted the limitation upon the
power, and inserted no other limitations... -62 The court
did not mention that not only the limitation, but the entire
section granting power of appointment was omitted in the
1851 constitution.
The Journal of the constitutional convention reveals
that some of the delegates wanted a change in the appoint-
ment of officers by the governor.6 3  There is evidence, there-
fore, that the omission of the section granting the governor
power to appoint was not accidental. Likewise a comparison
of the constitutions of 1816 and of 1851 supports this conclus-
ion. 'Under the constitution of 1816 three classes of offices
were recognized: appointment to the first class was expressly
directed by the Constitution; appointment to the second class
was by the governor, by and with the consent of the senate ;64
and appointment to the third class was to be "in such manner
as may be directed by law."6 5 That a distinction was intended
between appointment by the governor and the filling of offices
"in such manner as may be directed by law" seems obvious,
as these provisions were all in the same section of the Con-
stitution. This section seems inconsistent with the majority's
interpretation of substantially the same phrase in the 1851
constitution.66
61 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 283 (Ind. 1941). The Federal
constitution Art. II, §2, contains these words: " . . . but the Con-
gress may by law vest the appointment of such inferior officers,
as they think proper, in the President alone, in the courts of law, or
in the heads of departments." (Italics supplied). Under this
express grant of appointive power in the Federal constitution it
seems clear the executive had no such power as is implied to the
governor by the decision in Tucker v. State.
62 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 283 (Ind. 1941).
63 A resolution proposing the reform that all officers be elected by the
people was introduced October 9, 1850, and another to the same
effect October 12, 1850. The committee to which the resolutions
were referred reported a section embracing the proposed change,
and asked its adoption by the convention. The report was con-
curred in, and passed to second reading. Ind. Const. Convention
Journal, pp. 26, 49, and 172.64 Ind. Const. (1816) Art. IV, 8.
65 Ibid.
6 Ind. Const. (1851) Art. XV, §1.
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The Indiana separation of powers provision,67 which
differs from the usual tri-partite division of powers by inclu-
sion of administrative officers within the executive depart-
ment, is relied on by the majority. In other states, the rule
has been followed consistently that appointment can be placed
elsewhere than in the governor and the division of powers
remain unimpaired. 8
The majority adopts a rigid conception of separation of
powers. Briefly, the argument is that appointment is an
executive function, and, therefore, only the executive can
exercise it. But even the majority makes an exception where
appointment is a necessary incident to the exercise of some
other power.6 9 Thus even under the majority's view it is
not the nature of the function which prevents others from
exercising it, but the majority's assumption that the governor
has the exclusive appointive power because he has the execu-
tive power. The separation of powers doctrine as reflected in
the modern cases does not support such a conclusion.
If the majority's rigid concept of separation of powers
is applied in future cases, the validity of many administrative
agencies exercising more than one function will be in doubt
and governmental agencies long recognized as constitutional
may expect new attacks on the legality of their existence.
IV
Doubt has been raised by the decision in Tucker v. State"0
concerning the existence and organization of administrative
departments and agencies in Indiana. Two possibilities are:
reversion to the immediately preceding organization ;71 re-
version to the organization prior to 1933.
Express repeal of the State Executive-Administrative
Act of 1933 negatives the first possibility,72 unless the re-
67 Id. at Art. III.
68 fDunbar v. Cronin, 18 Ariz. 583, 164 Pac. 447 (1917); Americus v.
Perry, 114 Ga. 881, 40 S. E. 1004 (1902); People v. Morgan, 90 Ill.
558 (1878); State v. Rosenstock, 11 Nev. 128 (1876); Biggs v. Mc-
Bride, 17 Ore. 640, 21 Pac. 878 (1889); Richardson v. Young, 122
Tenn. 471 125 S. W. 664 (1910); Bridges v. Shallcross, 6 W. Va.
562 (1873).
69 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270, 284 (Ind. 1941).
7035 N. E. (2d) 270 (Ind. 1941).
71 See State Executive-Administrative Act of 1933, Ind. Acts 1933, c. 4,
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §§60-101 to 133.
72 nd. Acts 1941, c. 4, §§1, 2; see also id. at c. 13, §2 (this act was held
unconstitutional by Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270 (Ind. 1941).
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pealing act itself is invalid.73  The second possibility appar-
ently obtains because the original acts creating the various
state administrative agencies were not repealed by either the
State Executive-Administrative Act of 1933,74 or the State
Administrative Act of 1941.71 Thus, the state administrative
agencies apparently now derive their authority from the acts
originally creating them, excepting such ones as have been
specifically repealed.
In a recent opinion, the Attorney General stated that
Chapter 4 of the Acts of 1941 terminated the executive orders
under the State Executive-Administrative Act of 1933, but
did not repeal the original acts creating the boards and pre-
scribing their power and duties. Under this opinion the
original boards are still in existence, and under the decision
in Tucker v. State the members must be appointed by the
governor.78
Sections relating to the number of members of the
Industrial Board and the salaries and expenses of members
and employees 77 were repealed by Chapter 40, Acts of 1941.
The Attorney General's opinion is that Chapter 34 of the Acts
of 1937,78 creating the Division of Labor, adopted the above
repealed sections by the rule of in pari materia, and that since
the latter act has not been repealed, the board exists as
originally created.79
Serious doubt may arise as to the validity of several
1941 acts not litigated in Tucker v. State. It would seem
73 Application of the in pari materia rule of construction might be
made if the intent of the General Assembly were found to be that
the repeals in Chapter 4, Acts of 1941, were not to take effect
unless the adiministrative organization in Chapter 13 were held
valid. However, the fact that a separate act was passed to repeal
the prior administrative organization would seem to be some indica-
tion that the General Assembly intended to repeal the State
Executive-Administrative Act of 1933, regardless of the constitu-
tionality of Chapter 13.
74 Ind. Acts 1933, c. 4, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §60-101, et seq.
75 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 13, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §60-134, et
seq.
76 OPS. ATT'Y GEN., IND., July 15, 1941. This opinion reviewed the status
of the State Athletic Commission, Soldiers and Sailors Monument
Board of Control, Battle Flags Commission, Store Licenses, Super-
intendent of Buildings and Property, Grand Army of the Re-
public, Year Book, and Statistical Commission.
77 Ind. Acts 1929, c. 172, §§50-51, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §§40-
1501 to 1502.
78 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§40-2101 et seq.
79 OPS. ATT'Y GEN., IND., July 12, 1941.
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that at least the provisions in these acts, providing for ap-
pointment by others than the Governor, are now invalid. 0
Furthermore, two acts of the General Assembly provided for
appointment of officers by the Governor from lists submitted
by non-governmental agencies.--
Chapter 40 of the Acts of 1941 repealed the sections con-
taining power of appointment to numerous boards and
agencies. 82  Other 1941 acts placed the appointive power in
persons other than the Governor. 3  If general repeal by
Chapter 40 of the older method of appointment is valid, and
the acts of 1941 placing this power elsewhere than in the
Governor are invalid under the decision in Tucker v. State,
the appointive power seemingly is left unplaced. However,
Tucker v. State holds that all appointive power is in the Gov-
ernor, and the Attorney General has taken the position that
the Governor can appoint to take care of the situation created
by this lack of statutory provision for appointment.84
CORPORATIONS
Amendment of Indiana General Corporation Act. The
word "reorganization," as used in the Indiana General Cor-
80 Alcoholic Beverage Commission, Ind. Acts 1935, c. 226, §5, Ind.
Acts 1941, c. 237, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §12-401;
Board of Agriculture, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 126, §§1-5, IND. STAT. ANN.(Burns, Supp. 1941) §§15-105 to 108; Trustees of State Benevolent,
Reformatory, Correctional, and Penal Institutions, Ind. Acts 1941,
c. 38, §§1, 2, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§22-123, 22-124;
State Highway Commission, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 12, §2, IND. STAT.
ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §36-161; State Board of Public Welfare,
Ind. Acts Spec. Sess. (1936) c. 3, §3, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 179, §1,
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §52-1102; Public Service
Commission, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 101, §2, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns,
Supp. 1941) §54-102; State Board of Public Works and Property,
Ind. Acts. 1941, c. 29, §§1, 2, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941)
§60-142; State Purchasing Agent, Ind. Acts 1933, c, 121, §2, Ind.
Acts 1941, c. 39, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1931) §60-602;
Conservation Commission, Ind. Acts 1919, c. 60, §2, Ind. Acts 1921,
c. 170, §1, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 56, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp.
1941) §60-702; State Personnel Board, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 139, §4,
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §60-1304; State Board of
Certified Accountants, Ind. Acts 1921, c. 175, §1, Ind. Acts 1941,
c. 125, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §63-401; State
Tax Board, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 11, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp.
1941) §64-1341. See also oPs. ATT'Y GEN., IND. June 27, 1941.
81 Milk Board, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 198, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp.
1941) §15-1703; Egg Board, Ind. Acts 1941, c. 232, §1, IND. STAT.
ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §35-2313, et seq.
82 See boards and agencies enumerated in footnote 11.
83 See Acts enumerated supra note 80.
84 See oPs. ATT'Y GEN., IND., July 12, 1941.
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poration Act of 1929,' referred to the incorporation of exist-
ing corporations under the provisions of the act. However,
"reorganization" in a technical sense applies to a judicial sale
of corporate property and franchises and the formation by
the purchaser of a new corporation.2 Consequently, the mean-
ing of the 1929 act was greatly clarified in 1941 by substi-
tuting the terms "accept," "accepted," "acceptance" and
"articles of acceptance" for "reorganize," etc.
The choice of these new words was necessary because
compliance of an existing corporation with the provisions of
the 1929 act was in fact accomplished by an amendment to
the articles of incorporation 4 and not by a reorganization.
Compliance is merely an amended continuance of the corpor-
ation and not the creation of a new corporation.5
A corporation, which came into existence prior to March
16, 1929, and whose corporate existence has terminated, may
file articles of acceptance within five years from the date of
termination.6 The corporation then shall be treated as though
its existence was continuous and its acts as valid. By express
provision of the amendment this does not apply to corporations
who have forfeited their charters7
A corporation ceases to exist upon the expiration of its
charter, unless there is some statutory provision to the con-
trary.8 The 1941 amendment does not extend the corporate
'IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §§25-101 to 254.
2 People v. Halstead Bank, 295 Ill. App. 193, 14 N. E. 872 (1938);
People v. Cook, 110 N. Y. 443, 18 N. E. 113 (1888); 8 THOMPSON,
CORPORATIONS (3rd ed. 1927) §5962; BALLENTINE, LAW DICTIONARY
(1930) 1118.8 Ind. Acts, 1941, c. 226 §§1 to 7, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§
25-101, 230, 245, 246 to 249.
4 SCHORTEMEIER AND MCNUTT, IND. GEN. CORP. ACT ANN. (1929) n. 187a,
188. In a recent opinion, not based upon 1941 legislation, the
attorney general held that all corporations which elect to accept
the, provisions of the General Corporation Act, must include the
words "corporation" or "incorporated" or their abbreviations, in
the corporate name. OPS. ATT'Y GEN., IND., Aug. 19, 1941. This
reverses an earlier opinion that corporations existing prior to the
1929 act which accepted, did not have to comply with that pro-
vision. Id. (1929) 89.
5Rossi v. Caire, 186 Cal. 554, 199 Pac. 1042 (1921); 8 THOMPSON, COR-
PORATIONS (3rd ed. 1927) §5962.
6 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §25-245.
7Ibid.
8 Arlington Hotel Co. v. Rector, 124 Ark. 90, 186 S. W. 622 (1916);
Venable Bros. v. Southern Granite Co., 135 Ga. 508, 69 S. E. 822(1910); Clark v. American Cannel Coal Co., 165 Ind. 213, 73 N. E.
1083 (1905); note (1927) 47 A. L. R. 1394; 8 FLETCHER CYCLo-
PEDiA CORPORATIONS (perm. ed. 1931) §3842.
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life but revives it' ° Authorities differ as to whether a
corporation which acts following the expiration of its charter
is freed from collateral attack by virtue of being a de facto
corporation" or corporation by estoppel;12 or whether it is
subject to collateral attack since it ceases to exist as a corpor-
ation.13 Indiana courts have held that a de facto corporation
does not exist where there can be no de jure corporation. 4
Where the corporation charter expires there is no law with
which a corporation may colorably comply. Thus, the cor-
poration is not de facto but ceases to exist and is subject to
collateral attack.15 The effect, then, of filing articles of ac-
ceptance is to make the acts of the corporation valid and after
such filing the corporation will not be subject to collateral
attack.
If the corporation acts within the five year period and
does not accept, are the acts valid? May the corporation be
collaterally attacked? Under a Georgia revival statute8 it
was held that the corporation was de facto during the period
allowed for accepting although the corporation in fact had
not accepted. 1  A later case held that after the passage of
the revival statute a debtor was stopped from denying the
existence of the corporation 8 although formerly the state had
9 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §25-243 (corporation existence ex-
tended for two years for purpose of winding up business).
10 (1939) 28 CAL. L. REV. 195; 8 FLETCHER, CYCLOPEDIA CORPORATIONS
(penn. ed. 1931) §4092.
13 Hall v. Kimsey, 48 Ga. App. 605, 173 S. E. 437 (1934); Elson v.
Wright, 134 Iowa 634, 112 N. W. 105 (1907); Jones v. Young, 115
W. Va., 225, 174 S. E. 885 (1934); Miller v. Newburg Orrell Coal
Co., 31 W. Va., 836, 8 S. E. 600 (1888).
12 Chadwick v. Dicke Tool Co., 186 Ill. App. 377 (1914); Citizens
Bank v. Jones, 117 Wis. 446, 94 N. W. 329 (1903).3  Nezick v. Cole, 43 Cal. App. 130, 184 Pac. 523 (1919); Clark v.
American Cannel Coal Co., 165 Ind. 213, 73 N. E. 1083 (1905);
Screwmen's Benev. Ass'n v. Monteleone, 168 La. 664, 123 So. 116
(1929); Meramec Spring Park v. Gibson 288 Mo. 394, 188 S. W.
179 (1916); Bradley v. Reppel, 133 Mo. 545, 32 S. W. 645 (1895).
Contra: Board of Comm's v. Shield, 62 Mo. 247 (1876).
'4 Clark v. American Cannel Coal Co., 165 Ind. 213, 73 N. B. 1083(1905) (collateral attack allowed in suit by corporation, when cor-
poration operating under an unconstitutional extension statute
after expiration of special charter).
15 Clark v. American Cannel Coal Co., 165 Ind. 213, '73 N. B. 1083 (1905).
18 GA. CODE (1933) §22-601.
17Huey v. Bank of Fitzgerald, 177 Ga. 64, 169 S. E. 491 (1933);
Hall v. Kimsey, 48 Ga. App. 605, 173 S. E. 437 (1934), 33 MICH.
L. REV. 633.
is West v. Flynn Realty Co., 53 Ga. App. 594, 186 S. E. 753 (1936).
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allowed collateral attacks on corporations whose charter had
expired.19 It is difficult to rationalize the holding of the
court that the revival statute had the effect of making the
corporation de facto.20 Probably the best rationalization is
that the corporation by continuing to exist is presumed to
have intended to comply with the revival statute.21  Thus,
the question is answered through an inferred consequence of
revival legislation. Apparently this question is still unde-
termined in Indiana.
Section four of the amendment22 permits a resident agent
of a foreign corporation to terminate his agency by filing a
statement with the secretary of state. The secretary of state
then notifies the corporation. However, the corporation is
not free from service of process after the agent's resignation,
since the General Corporation Act provides that on failure
of a foreign corporation to appoint an agent the process may
be served on the secretary of state.23
Not For Profit Corporation. An act of 1909 for the
incorporation of private, not-for-profit corporation owning
and conducting charity hospitals,2 - omitted the procedure for
amending the articles of incorporation and for dissolution.
These omissions were corrected by the 1941 acts,2 5 which
provide methods similar to those in the General Not-For-
Profit Corporation Act.2 6
INDIANA SECURITIES ACT
Indiana Acts 1941, c. 301 amended the 1937 Securities
Act2 by eliminating the term "public offering" as one of the
loVenable Bros. v. Southern Granite Co., 135 Ga. 508, 69 S. E. 822
(1910).
20 One of the essentials for a de facto corporation is that there must
be a valid law under which a corporation has colorably complied
with incorporating. By merely continuing to exist a corporation
can hardly be said to have complied with the provision in the
amendment for acceptance.
21 Clement v. United States, 149 Fed. 305 (C. C. A. 8th, 1906);
West v. Flynn Realty Co., 53 Ga. App. 594, 186 S. E. 753 (1936).
22 Indiana Acts 1941, c. 226, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §25-306.
23 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §25-313.
24 Id. at §25-3601.
25-Indiana Acts 1941, c. 153, §§1, 2, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp.
1941) §§25-3602, 3608.
26 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§25-507 to 542.
1 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1941) §25-830.
2 Ind. Acts. 1937, c. 120.
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criteria in determining whether a particular stock issue or
transaction falls within the act. Certain types of securities
and transactions, such as negotiable instruments, sales of
securities under court order and sales by mortgages, were
exempted under the earlier act if they did not involve a
"public offering." Under the new act those types are ex-
empted with no mention of "public offering." Without this
limitation the exemptions are probably broadened to some
degree, but the act still seems to include those situations
which Blue Sky Laws are intended to cover.8 The reason
for the change was the uncertainty which resulted from the
use of so vague a term as "public offering." The 1937 Act,
like the Federal Securities Act" which also uses the term,
made no attempt to define it. With the passage of time,
through judicial construction and administrative regulations,
the bounds of public and private offering probably would be
fairly determined, but in the meantime, a dealer in securities
had to assume the risk of determining whether or not an
offering was public, with very indefinite standards to guide
him."
Several changes have been made in the administration
of the act.5 The securities commissioners and their deputies
are declared to be police officers of the state with power to
make arrests for violations of the act, and to serve process,
notice, or orders in the enforcement of the act. The commission
is given the power to determine whether a proposed security
issue or transaction is exempt. It may, however, decline to
3Blue Sky Laws are intended to protect purchasers and security
holders who must rely almost exclusively upon the representations
made to them by issuers or their selling agents. People v. F. H.
Smith Co., 230 App. Div. 268, 243 N. Y. Supp. 446 (1930); Good-
year v. Meux, 143 Tenn. 287, 228 S. W. 57 (1921).
448 STAT. 74, (1933), amended 48 STAT. 905 (1934), 15 U. S. C. A.§77 (Supp. 1940).
5The general counsel to the Securities and Exchange Commission
offered as principal factors to be considered: (1) the number
of offereees and their relationships to one another and to the
issuer; (2) the number of units of the security offered by the
issuer; (3) the monetary size of the offering; and (4) the manner
in which the offering is made. S. E. C. Release No. 285, Mar.
1935. For other criteria that have been proposed in order to
determine whether or not a particular securities transaction in-
voles a public hearing, see S. E. C. v. Sunbeam Gold Mines, 95 F.
(2d) 699 (C. C. A. 9th, 1938); note (1933) 87 A. L. R. 42; C. C. A
Securities Act Serv. 1 2202, 2203; oPs. ATT'Y GEN., IND. (1930) 44.
8 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §25-830.
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exercise this power at its discretion. The decision of the
commission is binding unless an appeal is taken.
The commission now may determine the fairness of and
approve securities to be issued under any reorganization plan
not approved by a federal court of competent jurisdiction,7
or securities to be issued in exchange for other securities.
Under the former act, only a court could approve of the terms
of issuance. The commission also is impowered to approve
or disapprove any plan of reorganization.
The commission may, at its discretion, accept certified
copies of the registration statement of a security which has
been filed with the federal Securities and Exchange Com-
mission in lieu of all the information required for registra-
tion.8
CRIMINAL LAW
Chapter 148 of the Acts of 1941' deals with" several
different crimes and matters of criminal procedure. 2 It is
believed that the act does not violate constitutional limita-
tions on subject matter and title.3 There is but one general
subject of legislation here-viz, public offenses. The differ-
ent types of crimes, the penalties and the procedures seem
to be "matters properly connected therewith."4 ' The title5
certainly is sufficiently broad," and the subject matters ex-
71d. at §25-835.
sId. at §25-836.
' Generally, there is no question that the previously existing statutes
have been repealed by implication by the 1941 provisions. Hence
only in the cases where such repeal is thought questionable will
the problem be discussed.
2The procedural matters, being relatively unimportanat, are not dis-
cussed. They are found in Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §§10, 11, IND.
STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§9-1815, 1203.
3 Ind. Const., Art. II, §19.
4 "If there is any reasonable basis for grouping together in one act
various matters of the same nature, and the public can not be
deceived reasonably thereby, the act is valid." Stith Petroleum
Co. v. Dep't of Audit and Control, 211 Ind. 400, 409, 5 N.E. (2d)
517, 521 (1937). See Albert v. Milk Control Board, 210 Ind. 283,
288, 200 N. E. 688, 690 (1936); Board of Comm'rs v. Scanlon,
178 Ind. 142, 145-147, 98 N. E. 801, 802 (1912).
5 The title is, "An act concerning public offenses and criminal pro-
cedure, prescribing penalties, and repealing laws or parts of laws
in conflict... "
6 "Art. 4, §19 of the Constitution aims only at titles narrower than
the enactment. The unnecessary breadth of the title is ordinarily
no objection to it." Crabbs v. State, 193 Ind. 248, 254, 139 N.E.
180, 182 (1923) ; Manson, The Drafting of Statute Titles (1934) 10
IND. L. J. 155.
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pressed in the act apparently are stated with sufficient cer-
tainty in the title.
7
Murder. No substantive change was made in the exist-
ing section" on murder in the first degree. It was merely
reworded.9
Manslaughter. Two changes were made in the crime of
manslaughter.1° The distinction between voluntary and in-
voluntary manslaughter was abolished. Involuntarily kill-
ing a person in the commission of some unlawful act now
carries the same penalty as voluntarily killing without malice
-imprisonment for not less than two nor more than twenty-
one years."
The previous act provided, "Whoever voluntarily kills
any human being without malice expressed or implied is
guilty. . . . " The new section adds the words "in a sud-
den heat" after the word "implied." This addition seemingly
will make no change, however, in the essential elements of
the crime. This phrase was part of the definition until a
1927 amendment 12 eliminated it. The Supreme Court of
Indiana held that the elements were the same under this
amendment as before.13
Rape. The section making an attempt to rape 4 a spe-
cific crime was expressly repealed. 15 The new act, however,
does not expressly effect c. 210 of the Acts of 1927. Whether it
amounts to an implied repeal is as yet undecided. Implied
repeals are not favored and where two acts relate to the
7Criminal statutes with almost identical titles have been upheld as
valid. Christison v. State, 177 Ind. 363, 98 N.E. 113 ("An act
concerning public offenses"); Peachee v. State, 63 Ind. 399 (1878)
("An act defining certain felonies and prescribing penalties there-
for").8 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941)
§10-3401. Since every section but one repeals, to some extent at
least, previous sections, the new sections are inserted in Burns
Supplement under the same section number as the previous act in
the parent volume or an earlier supplement.
0 The section as to murder in the second degree was not affected by
the 1941 act.
10Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §2, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941)§10-3405.
11 Formerly the penalty for involuntary manslaughter was imprison-
ment for one to ten years.
121nd. Acts. 1927, c. 203, §. See IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp.
1941) §10-4202,
13 Romeo v. State, 203 Ind. 116, 173 N. E. 324 (1931).
14IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-4202.
5 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §13.
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same subject matter both are given effect if possible.16
There must be a positive repugnancy for the later act to
repeal the former.'1 Further, a criminal statute is impliedly
repealed only when the new statute covers the whole subject
of the old, adds new offenses, and prescribes different pen-
alties.'8
The section concerning rape, in the 1927 act,19 contains
two paragraphs: the first deals with rape in the first de-
gree; the second, with rape in the second degree. The new
act changes the definition ;20 covers the entire subject mat-
ter ;21 and reduces the penalties included in the first para-
graph.2 2  It seems impossible for the two to stand together.
The new section, however, makes no reference to rape in
the second degree. This omission may either repeal the
second paragraph,23 or repeal may extend only to actual re-
pugnancy.24  A mere omission to include a separable part
of a previous act in the new statute would not seem to make
the two so inconsistent as to imply a repeal.25 The conflict
16 Straus Bros. v. Fisher, 200 Ind. 307, 163, N. E. 225 (1928); Great-
house v. Board, 198 Ind. 95, 151 N. E. 411 (1926); Renner v.
State, 182 Ind. 394, 106 N. E. 703 (1914); State v. Noblesville,
157 Ind. 31, 60 N. E. 704 (1901); Pitzer v. Ind. State Board, 94
Ind. App. 631, 177. N. E. 876 (1931).
1 Schaeffer v. State, 202 Ind. 318, 173 N. E. 229 (1930).
's Renner v. State, 182 Ind. 394, 106 N. E. 703 (1914); State v.
Ensley, 177 Ind. 483, 97 N. E. 113 (1911) ; State v. Wells, 112 Ind.
237, 13 N. E. 722 (1887).
I9 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-4201.
20 The words "unlawfully" and "male or" have been eliminated from
the sentence, "Whoever, unlawfully has carnal knowledge . . . of
a nale or female child under the age of sixteen years. ."
The omission of "unlawfully" would seem to make no change in
the effect of the section. The acts made punishable are of them-
selves unlawful.
21-With the exception of the the few changes mentioned, the words
used are almost identical.
22 Formerly the penalty was imprisonment for not less than five nor
more than twenty-one years. It is now for two to twenty-one.
23 Apparently this is the interpretation accorded the new act by the
compilers of Burns Statutes. See compilers note to §10-4201,
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941).
24See SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1891) §138. Also see
Schaeffer v. State, 202 Ind. 318, 173 N. E. 229 (1930); Pitzer v.
Ind. State Board, 94 Ind. App. 631, 177 N. E. 876 (1930).
251n Schaeffer v. State, 202 Ind. 318, 173 N. E. 229 (1930) the court
held that the rape statute of 1927, Ind. Acts 1927, c. 201, §2 deal-
ing with rape in the first and second degrees did not repeal by
implication through omission of the section on attempt to rape.
It quoted with approval the following language from Payne v.
Conner, 3 Bibb. 180, 181 (Ky. 1813): " . . . we think the pro-
vision of the act repealing all acts or parts of acts coming within
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between the two sections is not direct.26
Assault. Only the penalty was changed in the section
pertaining to assault. Previously, the fine could not exceed
$50. The maximum is now $500, to which may be added
imprisonment in the county jail or in the Indiana State Farm
not to exceed six months.2 7
Grand Larceny. If the new section is literally interpret-
ed, a felonious intent ' 8 is no longer an element of the statutory
grand larceny.29 A mere "borrowing" without the consent
of the owner, or a taking under a mistaken claim of right
falls within this section. While such an interpretation is
possible,30 it seems improbable.
A wrongful intent has long been recognized as an im-
portant, if not almost essential, element of a criminal act.".
Likewise, a felonious intent is classically an element of lar-
ceny. Courts are reluctant to construe a statute so as to
make a person guilty of a crime without a criminal intent 32
unless the legislature has expressly so provided or the evil
to be cured requires such interpretation . 3 The Indiana Su-
preme Court has held felonious intent necessary, though not
its purview, should be understood as repealing all acts in rela-
tion to all cases which are provided for by the repealing act; and
that the provisions of no act are thereby repealed in relation to
cases not provided for by it."
26" . . . there is no irreconcilable conflict between statutes unless
substantial harmony is impossible, after application of every rec-
ognized rule of statutory construction." Pitzer v. Ind. State Board,
94 Ind. App. 631, 638, 177 N. E. 876, 879 (1930).27Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §6, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §10-402.
2 8 As to what constitutes a felonious intent see: Currier v. State,
157 Ind. 114, 60 N. E. 1023 (1901); Barnhart v. State, 154 Ind.
177, 56 N. E. 212 (1899); Robinson v. State, 113 Ind. 510, 16
N. E. 184 (1887); EWBANK, INDIANA CRIMINAL LAW (1929) §971.
29Formerly the definition was, "Whoever feloniously steals, takes,
and carries, leads, or drives away the personal goods of another
. . . " IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-3001. The two italicized
words were omitted from the new act. Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §9,
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §10-3001.
SO"The courts cannot venture upon the dangerous path of judicial
legislation to supply omissions, or remedy defects in matters com-
mitted to a coordinate branch of the government." Railroad Comm.
v. Grand Trunk W. R. R., 179 Ind. 255, 263, 100 N. E. 852, 855
(1912); CRAWFORD, STATUTORY INTERPRETATION (1940) §200.
31 Fritz v. State, 178 Ind. 463, 99 N. E. 727 (1912); CLARK AND IIAR-
SHALL, CRIMES (1927) §38.
22-Mhoon v. Greenfield, 52 Miss. 434 (1876); Bradley v. People, 8
Colo. 599, 9 Pac. 783 (1886); Commonwealth v. Barney, 115 Ky.
475, 74 S. W. 181 (1903).
33E. g. vehicle taking, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-3010; Rokvic
v. State, 194 Ind. 450, 143 N. E. 357 (1923).
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mentioned, in the embezzlement statute,34 and in a statute
prohibiting the sale of diseased meat.8 5 Other courts have
implied the felonious intent in a larceny statute, ° a usury
statute,87 and an embezzlement statute 8  In the light of
such decisions, a felonious intent probably remains in Indiana
a necessary element of the crime of grand larceny.3 9
Under this interpretation, an indictment in the words
of the statute apparently will not be sufficient.40
The statute could be declared unconstitutional for un-
certainty.41 If an act cannot be given an intelligible meaning,
it will be held invalid; and this especially is true of criminal
statutes.4 2  But the failure to expressly require a felonious
intent need not invalidate the act if the legislature "intended"
its inclusion.48  Further, the Indiana court has held that the
84 State v. Ensley, 177 Ind. 483, 97 N. E. 113 (1912); Stropes v. State,
120 Ind. 562, 22 N. E. 772 (1889).
85 Schmidt v. State, 78 Ind. 41 (1881).
86" . . we harmonize this section with the general principles of
jurisprudence. We do no violence to the language of the act; we
only limit the force of a rule of construction respecting omitted
words by the application of another rule as (in a legal sense) the
higher law of the case." Bradley v. People, 8 Colo. 599, 9 Pac.
783, 786 (1886).
837 People v. Shakum, 251 N. Y. 107, 167 N. E. 187 (1929).
88 Commonwealth v. Barney, 115 Ky. 475, 74 S. W. 181 (1903); State
v. Blue, 17 Utah 175, 53 Pac. 978 (1898). "Willful wrongdoing"
was implied in the following cases: Mhoon v. Greenfield, 52 Miss.
434 (1876) (statute levied treble damages for conversion); Wal-
lace v. Furch, 24 Mich. 255 (1872) (same); State v. Waxman, 93
N. J. L. 27, 107 AtI. 150 (1919) (sale of liquor without permit).
Also see SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1899) §§354, 355;
CRAWFORD, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1940) §275. For an ex-
cellent note on intent in bigamy prosecution see (1928) 57 A. L. R.
792.
B Some jurisdictions have given some effect to the statutory change
by holding that it shifted the burden of proof to the defendant.
Bradley v. People, 8 Colo. 599, 9 Pac. 783 (1886); State v. Blue,
17 Utah 175, 53 Pac. 978 (1898).
40 The Indiana cases cited notes 34 and 35 supra, hold the indictments
insufficient even though in the words of the statute.
41 "Every act . . . shall be plainly worded, avoiding, as far as prac-
ticable, the use of technical terms." Ind. Const. Article IV, §20.42 Hunt v. State, 195 Ind. 585, 146 N. E. 329 (1924); Glendale Coal
Co. v. Douglas, 193 Ind. 73, 137 N. E. 615 (1923); Smith v. State,
186 Ind. 252, 115 N. E. 943 (1917); Gustavel v. State, 153 Ind.
613, 54 N. E. 123 (1899); Cook v. State, 26 Ind. App. 278, 59
N. E. 489 (1900). See also CRAWFORD, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
(1940) §198; Aigler, Legislation in Vague or General Terms (1923)
21 MICH. L. REV. 831.
48 See p. 153 supra.
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legislature may define a crime by name without stating its
essential elements."
Vehicle Taking. Section 8 of chapter 148 "adopted"
parts of each of the three existing sections pertaining to
vehicle taking and the unlawful use of vehicles."5
Section 10-3010 of Burns statutes defined the crime of
"vehicle taking,' 4 6 and imposed a penalty of one toten years
in the state prison. Section 10-3011 made it unlawful to "use,
drive, run or operate" a vehicle without the consent of the
owner. 7 Section 10-3012 provided that the violation of sec-
tion 10-3011 was a misdemeanor. 48
The 1941 act defines "vehicle taking" substantially as
defined in section 10-3011 and hence in a more limited sense
than in section 10-3010. Under the new section, the defend-
ant upon conviction is subject to the same penalty as that
in section 10-3010, but in the discretion of the court or jury
the sentence may include not more than one year in the county
jail, the Indiana State Farm, or the Indiana Women's Prison.
To this may be added a fine not to exceed $500.00. The
latter provisions are similar to the punishment provided in
section 10-3012.
The new act incorporated parts of each of the existing
sections, but it is improbable that section 10-3010 is impliedly
repealed.49 The definitiohis in the two acts include different
subjects, and the new act far from covers the whole subject
4" Hood v. State, 56 Ind. 263 (1877) ; Wall v. State, 23 Ind. 150 (1864)
(overruled four previous cases).
'5 This new section was inserted under §10-3011 of uDm. STAT. ANN.
(Burns, Supp. 1941).
46"Whoever without the consent of the owner takes, hauls, carries,
or drives away, any vehicle, automobile, car, truck, airplane or
airship . . . , or any accessory or appurtenance contained in or
forming a part, thereof, of the value of $50.00 or more or whoever
receives, buys, conceals, or aids in the concealment of such . . .
knowing the same to have been stolen... "
47 "It shall be unlawful for any person . . . to assume control of
any vehicle of any character whatsoever which vehicle is the prop-
erty of another, and to use, drive, run or operate such vehicle,
without first procuring the consent of the owner thereof .
and it shall also be unlawful for any person or persons . . . to
accompany any person . . . while unlawfully using, driving, run-
ning or operating any vehicle . . . with knowledge . . . it is
without the consent of the owner thereof."
48 The penalty was a fine of $25.00 to $500.00 and imprisonment in
the county jail for ten days to six months.
49 For discussion of implied repeal in Indiana see p. 151 supra.
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matter of the old.50 The two acts are not so inconsistent that
they cannot stand together.1.
On the other hand by using the definition in section
10-3011, the new section does cover the subject matter of
sections 10-3011 and 10-3012. Furthermore, the offense has
been changed from a misdemeanor to a felony.2 These two
sections, therefore, would seem to be repealed by the 1941
act. 
5 3
Robbery. The words "forcibly and feloniously" have
been omitted from the statutory definition of robbery.5 4 As
pointed out above 55 the failure to mention a felonious intent
will probably make no change in the essential elements of
the crime since the court may imply such requirement.
Omitting the word "forcibly" would not seem to make
any material change. The taking still must be "by violence
or by putting in fear." This is but another way of stating
the element of force.5 6
The provision, "Whoever perpetrates an assault or an
assault and battery upon any human being with intent to
commit robbery shall on conviction suffer the same penalty
as prescribed for robbery" was eliminated. Such assault
will not go unpunished. The criminal may be prosecuted
50 If it be said that there is a repeal, the following acts are no longer
punishable as vehicle taking: an unlawful taking without also a
using, driving, running or operating' the vehicle; the taking of ac-
cessories of the value of $50.00 or more; and the receiving, buying
or concealing of such vehicle.
51 Se SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1891) §142.
52 . . . if the same offense, identified by name or otherwise is
altered in degrees or incident, if a felony is changed to a mis-
demeanor, or vice versa, the statute making such changes has the
effect to repeal the former statute." Id. at §143. Also see cases
cited notes 16 to 18 supra.
58 This is the conclusion reached by the compilers of Burns Annotated
Statutes. The 1941 section was given the section number 10-3011
and the compilers note stated that act was believed to have super-
seded sections 10-3011 and 10-3012.
54 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §6, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941)
§10-4101.
55 See p. 153 supra. Since the interpretation accorded to the section
on grand larceny and robbery undoubtedly will be the same, con-
viction may still be had for grand larceny under a robbery indict-
ment. Payne v. State, 194 Ind. 365, 142 N. E. 651 (1924); Duffy
v. State, 154 Ind. 250, 56 N. E. 209 (1900); Rains v. State, 137
Ind. 83, 36 N. E. 532 (1893). It would not include petit larceny,
however, if it were held that no felonious intent is required in
robbery.
50 Koby v. State, 209 Ind. 91, 198 N. E. 88 (1935); Shinn v. State,
64 Ind. 13 (1878); CLARK AND MARSHALL, CRIMES (1927) §374.
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for (1) assault and battery,57 (2) assault and battery with
intent to commit a felony,5 8 or (3) conspiracy to commit a
felony.59 This means a considerable reduction in the punish-
ment, however. The penalty for robbery is imprisonment
for ten to twenty-five years while the severest penalty under
the other sections is two to fourteen years and a fine of
from $25 to $5000.
Burglary. Substantial changes were made in the crime
of burglary, including a change in its essential elements °
(a) First degree burglary. Prior to the 1929 amend-
ment"' both a breaking and an entry were necessary ele-
ments to the crime.6 2 The 1941 act re-establishes the element
of "breaking." Previous decisions have marked out what
constitutes a breaking.6 3
The act originally read, "Whoever enters any dwelling
house . . . with the intent to take, steal or carry away any
property of any kind or to commit any felony therein .... "
The italicized words have been omitted. A taking however
is covered by "or intent to commit any felony therein.
The term of imprisonment remains as it was in the 1935
act-ten to twenty years, but the provision for a fine was
repealed.
(b) Second degree burglary. A breaking and entering
now is required in place of a breaking or entering. The act
continues to limit burglary in the second degree to the night-
time.64
The provision prohibiting the possession of keys, pick-
locks and similar objects with a felonious intent to break or
I IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-403; EWBANx, INDIANA CRImINAL
LAW (1929) §908.
58 ND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-401; EWBANK, INDLNA CRIMINAL
LAW (1929) §§901-904, 906.
59IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-1101; EWBANK, INDIANA CRIM-
INAL LAW (1929) §1651.
6')IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §10-701. This section was
amended in 1935. Any reference to the "previous act," therefore,
refers to the section printed in the 1935 Supplement to Burns.
6, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §10-701.
6
'IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1926) §2446.
0 3 Mattox v. State, 179 Ind. 575, 101 N. E. 1009 (1913); Sims v.
State, 136 Ind. 358, 36 N. E. 278 (1893); Thompson v. State, 18
Ind. 386 (1862). Notes (1923) 23 A. L. R. 112, (1909) 17 L. R.
A (N. s.) l100n.
64 "There was no daytime burglary at common law. It is a creature




enter or the making of these articles with the felonious
intent to enter was repealed.
The provision, "that such person has in his possession
a dangerous or deadly weapon, or commits an act of violence
against the person, upon any one found in such place, the
penalty shall be the same as for burglary in the first degree"
was eliminated. Prosecution for such acts must now be
brought under other statutes.65
A new act grants the court power to suspend the prison
sentence and place the defendant on probation. The fine
for the violation of this section was repealed.
(c) Third degree burglary. Several minor changes
were made. Only three are important. The entering of
any structure enumerated in burglary in the first or second
degree with the intent to commit a misdemeanor is burglary
in the third degree. The amount of the fine may be in any
sum not exceeding $500. Formerly it was from $25 to $300.
The court may suspend sentence and place the defendant on
probation.66
Entering to Commit a Felony. After the clause provid-
ing, "Whoever enters any dwelling-house," the words "or
other place of human habitation" are added.6 7 The new sec-
tion retained the enumeration of buildings and structures of
the prior act with the exception that "kitchen" and "smoke-
house" were eliminated and "business house" was added.
As in burglary in the second degree, the provision that
the crime may be committed either in the nighttime or day-
time has been omitted. However, this omission would not
seem to have the same effect as its elimination in burglary."
Entering to commit a felony, of course, is not a common law
crime. The definition must therefore come from the statute.
If no limitation appears in the statute itself, it would seem the
requirement that it can be committed only at night could
not be implied.
A last change in the section was in the type of act made
punishable. Previously it was provided, "Whoever enters
• . . and attempts to commit a felony therein . . . . " The
new section provides in place of this, "Whoever enters .
65 See p. 157 supra.
66 Other minor changes are not important enough to merit discussion.
67 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 148, §5, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §10-704.
68 See p. 157 supra.
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with the intent to commit a felony therein . . . . " Conse-
quently the criminal need not actually attempt the commission
of the felony before he can be guilty of this crime69--the
mere intent is sufficient.
Disorderly Conduct. This is a new crime in Indiana.2
Decisions of other jurisdictions7' will indicate to some ex-
tent the effect of the act.
Disorderly conduct has been defined as conduct "of such
a nature as to affect the peace and quiet of persons who may
witness the same and who may be disturbed or provoked to
resentment thereby. 7 2 Also "there must be such a degree
of publicity attached [to the conduct] as that some one per-
son, other than the actor is disturbed thereby.' ' 73  Although
a violation may occur in either a public or private place, it is
nevertheless necessary that some person be disturbed.7' Dis-
orderly conduct is punishable however even though it origi.-
nates in a "private place. '75
Specific cases of disorderly conduct include: calling a
woman from her work and threatening to beat her if she
refuses to have a date ;76 calling a council member a "boot-
legger" at a public session;77 calling a policeman a "bas-
tard ; ''78 and strikers "picketing" the home of a non-union
GOSee McAleer v. State, 200 Ind. 366, 163 N.E. 593 (1928); Abshire v.
State, 199 Ind. 478, 158 N. E. 228.
70"Whoever shall act in a loud, boisterous or disorderly manner in
any place either publicly or privately, or whoever shall act to the
prejudice of the good order of any community, shall be guilty of
disorderly conduct, and upon conviction shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding one hundred dollars, to which may be added im-
prisonment in the county jail for not to exceed sixty days." Ind.
Acts, 1941 c. 148, §12, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §10-1509.
71Many of the decisions cited herein arise under municipal ordinances.
72 State v. Zanker, 179 Minn. 355, 357, 229, N. W. 311, 312 (1930).
73 Garvin v. Waynesboro, 15 Ga. App. 633, 84 S. E. 90, 93 (1915).
7.SWilliams v. Valdosta, 47 Ga. App. 810, 171 S. E. 553 (1933). This
is true even though some other state law is violated. Kahn v.
City of Macon, 95 Ga. 419, 22 S. E. 641 (1895) (gaming); Shreve-
port v. Price, 142 La. 946, 77 So. 883 (beyond power of city to
make fornication and adultery, unaccompanied by scandal or dis-
order, a crime). Contra: State v. Byrnes, 100 S. C. 230, 84 S. E.
822 (1915).
75 Some acts required the conduct to be in a public place. Ruthenbeck
v. Dist. Court, 7 N. J. Misc. 969, 147 Atl. 625 (1929).
76 Nobles v. Mayor, 39 Ga. App. 814, 148 S. E. 612 (1925).
77 In re Kirk, 101 N. J. L. 450, 130 Atl. 569 (1925). But calling him
a "souphead" is not.
78 Cleveland Heights v. Christie, 128 Ohio St. 297, 190 N. E. 770, cert.
denied, 293 U. S. 574 (1934). But calling a policeman a "mutton
head" is not. Ruthenbeck v. Dist. Court of Bergen County, 7 N. J.
Misc. 969, 147 Atl. 625 (1929).
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member causing a crowd to gather79
The following acts have been held not to constitute a
violation: unobtrusive shadowing by detective and ringing
complainants doorbell at ten o'clock at night;80 wandering
abroad on the street and not giving a good account of one-
self;81 and the mere preparation to commit a crime. 2
This section may be attacked on the ground that it is
indefinite and uncertain. While the Indiana Court has in-
validated statutes on this ground, 3 it is submitted that this
section will be upheld. The legislature may create a crime
by name without defining it84 Statutes which have been
declared unconstitutional for indefiniteness did not create
a crime by name. They merely made particular acts illegal,
and the acts were too indefinitely described. Here the legis-
lature created the crime of disorderly conduct. Whether
any particular act falls within the section is for the courts
to decide.
DECEDENTS' ESTATES
Wages and Bank Accounts of Decedents. Chapter 184,
Acts of 1941, allows employers and banks to pay claims of
decedent employees and depositors to persons designated by
law to receive such payments, without requiring letters tes-
tamentary or letters of administration. The primary pur-
pose of the act is to avoid opening estates the value of which
does not justify the costs of administration.
Section one authorizes the employer to pay the decedent's
accrued earnings or wages, not exceeding $150, to the sur-
viving spouse, children 18 or over, father or mother, or
7 State v. Zanker, 179 Minn. 355, 229 N. W. 311 (1930). For fur-
ther citations see notes (1933) 83 A. L. R. 788, (1927) 48 A. L. R.
87, (1925) 34 A. L. R. 566.
80 People v. Clark, 164 N. Y. S. 137 (1917).
81 Breisia v. Court of Common Pleas, 11 N. J. Misc. 937, 169 Atl. 335
(1933).82 The crime charged was gambling. Sheppard v. City of Jackson,
11 Ga. App. 811, 76 S. E. 367 (1912).
83 Glendale Coal Co. v. Douglas, 193 Ind. 73, 137 N. E. 615 (1923)
(act required "a sufficient number of practical experienced
miners"); Cook v. State, 26 Ind. App. 278, 59 N. E. 489 (1901)(act prohibited driving "narrow tired wagon with a load over
2000 pounds over a road in a condition to be cut up").
84 Hood v. State, 56 Ind. 263 (1877) citing Wall v. State, 23 Ind. 150
(1864) (4 previous cases requiring crimes to be defined were ex-
pressly overruled).
1 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§6-1514, 1515.
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sister or brother of the deceased, in that order of prefer-
ence. Payment must be made not less than thirty days after
death, and it operates as full discharge of the claim. The
employer may require an affidavit as to the parties in in-
terest and a receipt from the party whom he pays.
Section two permits any bank to pay decedent's deposit,
not exceeding $100, to the clerk of the court of the county
of deceased's residence, upon application by any of the parties
enumerated in section one. Payment to the clerk discharges
the bank's obligation. Upon petition of any party in interest,
the court may order the clerk to pay out, as the court deems
proper, any part of the fund received from the bank.
If the wages or earnings due exceed $150, or if the
bank deposit exceed $100, the employer or bank is not au-
thorized to pay any part thereof. A bank may pay deposits
to the clerk upon application made any time after the death,
but an employer may not pay wages or earnings until thirty
days after the death.
An employer probably is bound to use reasonable care
that he pay wages or earnings only to the persons entitled
under the act. Requiring an affidavit as to the parties in
interest would ordinarily seem to be reasonable care, how-
ever. A bank, on the other hand, need require no proof of
the applicant's identity or right, because the money is placed
with the county clerk, and can be distributed only by judicial
order. Nothing in this act directs how or to whom such
payments are to be made, but it must be implied that the
court's discretion is limited by the laws pertaining to dis-
tribution and creditors' rights, with which this statute is
in pari mat eria.
If a person, who is entitled under section one to receive
the decedent's wages or earnings, obtains payment from the
employer, he must be regarded as a trustee for the benefit
of deceased's creditors and other persons entitled to share
in the deceased's estate. If a person who is not entitled to
receive the payment obtains the money, any creditor or heir
may hold him liable as an executor de son tort for intermed-
dling.2
Since the terms of this act are not mandatory, an em-
ployer or bank need not comply with the demands of an ap-
plicant unless it wishes.




Privileged Communications: Newspapers. Chapter 44
provides that a bona fide owner, editorial or reportorial em-
ployee of a newspaper or a recognized press association can
not be compelled to disclose in any legal proceeding' the
source of any information obtained in the course of employ-
ment.2  The privilege did not exist at common law,3 but
there has been a recent tendency to classify this information
as privileged.4
To come within the act the newspaper must be either a
weekly, triweekly, semiweekly or daily newspaper; must con-
form to postal regulations; must have been published for
five consecutive years in the same city or town ;5 and must
have a paid circulation of at least two percent of the popula-
tion of the county in which it is published.
The last two provisions cast doubt 6 on the constitution-
ality of the statute.7
These restrictions were evidently taken from similar
provisions in statutes relating to the publication of legal no-
This includes legal proceedings before any court or legal body, pre-
siding officer of any tribunal or its agents, or committee of the
Indiana General Assembly.
2 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 44, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §2-1733.
3 The leading case in the United States that there is no privilege prob-
ably is People ex 'el. Mooney v. Sheriff, 269 N. Y. 291, 199 N. E.
415, 84 u. OF PA. L. REv. 798, 22 CORNELL L. Q. 115 (1936). Also see
Ex parte Lawrence, 116 Cal. 298, 48 Pac. 124 (1897); Plunkett v.
Hamilton, 136 Ga. 72, 70 S. E. 781 (1911); In re Julius Grunow,
84 N. J. L. 235, 85 Atl. 1011 (1913).
At least nine other states have passed similar statutes, most of them
within the last few years. Alabama (1935), Arizona (1937),
Arkansas (1937), California (1935), Kentucky (1936), Maryland
(1897), New Jersey (1937), Ohio (1941), Pennsylvania (1937).
Similar statutes have failed to pass in several states as well as in
Congress. Also the Committee on Improvements in the Law of
Evidence Section of Judicial Administration of the American Bar
Association has gone on record against such acts. See JONES, LAW
OF JOURNALISM (1940) 376; 45 YALE L. J. 357 (1935).
5 Construing a similar provision under §49-704, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns,
1933), a notice statute, it was held that the changing of ownership
and missing a few numbers does not disqualify a newspaper under
this provision. Board of Comm'rs v. Greensburg Times, 215 Ind.
471, 19 N. E. (2d) 459 (1939). Nor does suspension of publication
for a period less than a year extinguish the rights acquired under
the statute. Lee v. Burns, 94 Ind. App. 676, 182 N. E. 277 (1932).
6 The provision that it must be a weekly, semiweekly etc. might also
tend to be unreasonable and arbitrary. It does not seem that the
legitimacy of a newspaper should be determined by its frequency of
issue. The fact that this provision might be all inclusive is the only
factor that would sustain its validity.
7 Ind. Const. Art. I, §23; Art. IV, §23.
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tices.8 But whether a newspaper is one of "general circula-
tion"9 or whether it has been published a sufficient length
of time to give a legal notice seem questionable as tests to
determine if the paper is a bona fide publication. Some news-
papers published in small towns-especially if one or more
large cities are in the same county-will not be able to meet
the circulation requirement, yet they should be privileged
if others are.
While some publications should not be permitted to use
this statute as a shield for illegitimate activities, the require-
ments, as enacted seem unfair and arbitrary.1 The better
course would be to let the courts decide whether a particular
newspaper is a bona fide publication. Legitimate small town
papers and newspapers recently started would not then be
unjustly excluded.
However, there is argument to sustain the statute. Rea-
sonable classification is permissible. And if any state of
facts reasonably can sustain the validity of the statute, that
state of facts must be presumed.- The fact that some in-
equality may result will not be sufficient to invalidate the
act ;12 there must be a manifest unreasonableness. 13  The
8 That it must have been published for five consecutive years, IND. STAT.
ANN. (Burns, 1933) §49-704; that it must have a paid circulation
of not less than 2% of the population of the county in which pub-
lished, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §49-711. The other
restrictions also appear in the notice statutes. That it must be a
weekly, triweekly, semiweekly or daily, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns,
1933) §49-704, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §49-710; that
it must conform to postal regulations, id.
9 The problem in notice statutes without the 2% requirement is
whether the newspaper is one of "general circulation". See note
(1929) 68 A. L. R. 542. The 2% provision is a legislative
definition of the term.
10 Even in the notice statute, newspapers published in towns in the
same county with a first, second or third class city are excepted
from the act. IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §49-711. Fur-
ther, an opinion of the Attorney General held township notices
exempt from the 2% requirement. O'S. ATT'Y GEN., IND., (1939)
249. It would seem similar exceptions are more necessary in a
statute purporting to cover all bona fide newspapers than in
statutes dealing only with adequacy of notice.
11 Heckler v. Conter, 206 Ind. 376, 187 N. E. 878 (1934); Baldwin v.
State, 194 Ind. 303, 141 N. E. 343 (1923). See Groves v. Board
of Comm'rs, 209 Ind. 371, 378, 199 N. E. 137, 140 (1936).
12Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co., 220 U. S. 61 (1911); People
v. Monroe, 349 Ill. 270, 182 N. E. 439 (1932) ; Lexington v. Govenar,
295 Mass. 31, 3 N. E. (2d) 19 (1936).
13 Baldwin v. State, 194 Ind. 303, 141 N. E. 343 (1923).
1941]
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classification in this act should not be considered that un-
reasonable.'4
If the act is held valid, a question may arise as to what
is a newspaper. A usual definition is "a medium for the
dissemination of news of passing events printed and distrib-
uted at short but regular intervals."15  Such a general def-
inition is of little practical value, however. A satisfactory
answer in any particular case can be given only by a com-
parison of the publication in question with the previous
decisions.-
Undoubtedly the Associated Press, United Press, and
the International News Service were intended to be within
the act. Their purpose is clearly the gathering and dissem-
ination of news.17  But what of a syndicate-i.e. an organ-
ization which distributes feature matter prepared in advance
and copyrighted?18 While such material has some news
value, it is probable that syndicates and their employees will
not be given the protection of the statute. 9
It should be noted that the act provides that the person
"shall not be compelled to disclose . . . . " In the other
cases involving privileged communications in Indiana,20 the
14 See Groves v. Board of Comm'rs, 209 Ind. 371, 376, 199 N. E. 140(1936); Baldwin v. State, 194 Id. 303, 307, 141 N. E. 343, 345(1923). But cf. Heckler v. Canter, 206 Ind. 376, 881, 187, N. E. 878,
880 (1934). The Indiana Court has not been consistent as to
when the court will review a legislative classification and sub-
stitute its judgment as to the reason for and the reasonableness
of the classification. See Horack and Welsh, Special Legislation
(1936) 12 IND. L. J. 109, 183.
1n re Sterling Cleaners and Dyers, Inc., 81 F. (2d) 596, 597 (C. C. A.
7th, 1936). Other elements generally required are: (1) that it be in
sheet form, Hanscomb v. Meyer, 60 Neb. 68, 82 N. W. 114 (1900);
White v. Multnomah County, 74 Ore. 96, 144 Pac. 1193 (1914);
and (2) it contain the cu'rent news, Lynn v. Allen, 145 Ind. App.
584, 44 N. E. 646 (1896); Times Printing Co. v. Star Publishing
Co., 51 Wash. 667, 99 Pac. 1040 (1909). Hence magazines, even
though containing "news of the week," are excluded.
16See Board of County Comm'rs v. Greensburg Times, 215 Ind. 471, 19
N. E. (2d) 459 (1939); Lynn v. Allen, 145 Ind. 584, 44 N. E. 646(1896); Ruth v. Ruth, 39 Ind. App. 290, 79 N. E. 523 (1906).
Notes (1929) 68 A. L. R. 542, (1910) 16 AM. AND ENG. ANN. CAS.
417.
17For an extensive discussion of press associations, see International
News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U. S. 215 (1918).
18WATSON, HISTORY OF NEWSPAPER SYNDICATES (1936) c. 9.
19 The privilege being in derogation of the common law will be strictly
construed. Myers v. State, 192 Ind. 592, 137 N. E. 547 (1922); Wm.
Laurie Co. v. McCulloch, 174 Ind. 477, 90 N. E. 1014 (1910).
20 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §2-1714. They are attorney and client,




recipient of the information is deemed an incompetent wit-
ness. They cannot testify unless the informant waives the
privilege .2 1 Under this statute the privilege of disclosure is
entirely in the discretion of the employee. The informant
has no choice.
Furthermore, the act applies only to disclosing "the
source of any information procured." Apparently the re-
porter may be compelled to divulge the actual information
even though he has promised not to publish it or desires
not to divulge it.
FIDUCIARIES
Distribution of Assets of Insolvent Estates. The Uni-
form Act Governing Secured Creditors' Dividends in Liquida-
tion Proceedings' was adopted by the Eighty-Second Gen-
eral Assembly 2 The act covers: (1) voluntary and invol-
untary assignments for benefit of creditors; (2) administra-
tio'n of insolvent decedent estates; (3) liquidation of insol-
vent banks; (4) equity receiverships of insolvents; and (5)
other proceedings for distribution of an insolvent's assets.
The act provides that the secured creditor shall dis-
close the character of his security.3 In case a secured cred-
itor with intent to evade the act fails to disclose the exist-
ence of his security, he is excluded from participating in
the distribution of assets unless he surrenders the security
to the liquidator.4
The value of the security shall be established by collec-
tion if the assets constituting security are for the payments
of money, or by creditors sale if the security represents
other than an obligation to pay money.5 When these methods
are impractical, the court may order a determination of
value by compromise, by liquidation proceedings or by liq-
uidator's sale of assets.6
21 E. g. the patients waiver permits physician to testify, Brackney v.
Fogle, 156 Ind. 535, 538, 60 N. E. 303, 304 (1900); the clients
waiver permits attorney to testify, Myers v. State, 192 Ind. 592,
599, 137 N. E. 547, 550 (1922).
'NAT. CONF. COMM'RS UNIFORM STATE LAWS, HANDBOOK (1939) 216.2 Ind. Acts 1941 c. 50, IND STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §31-201
et seq.






The act adopts the bankruptcy rule governing claims of
secured creditors.7 Four conflicting rules have been followed
in the several states.8 The uniform act adopted by Indiana,
although not the majority rule, was selected as the rule most
likely to gain uniform adoption. The rule permits a creditor
holding collateral and desiring to participate in the distribu-
tion of an insolvent's assets to: (1) exhaust the security and
claim the deficiency; (2) credit the value of the security
against his claim and prove the balance; and (3) surrender
the security and prove the full claim.
Since the Indiana court has expressly adopted the bank-
ruptcy rule, 9 and the legislature has incorporated it in the
assignment for benefit of creditors0 and insolvent decedent
estates" acts, the passage of the uniform act does not alter
the Indiana law.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Although numerous changes were made in banking leg-
islation by the 1941 General Assembly, the only provisions
of great importance related to the corporate existence of
banks, sound capital, and real estate loans of building and
loan associations.
Corporate Existence of Banks. The repeal of Article
XI, section 10 of the Indiana Constitution' paved the way
for the validation of many bank charters whose legality may
have been in doubt.2 Chapter 166 of the Acts of 1941 vali-
7Id. at §31-204.
8 The four rules are: (1) Bankruptcy rule-the face of the claim less
the value of the collateral (eight states); Maryland rule-the
balance owing at the time of declaring each dividend, crediting
only the amounts realized from collateral (ten states); Equity
rule-the balance owing at the time of transfer in insolvency with-
out deduction for collateral (the federal courts and eighteen states).
NAT'L. CONF. COMM'RS UNIFORM STATE LAWS, HANDBOOK (1939) 214.
9 Old First National Bank and Trust Co. v. Scheuman, 214 Ind. 652,
13 N.E. (2d) 551 (1938); Union Trust Co. v. Fletcher Trust Co.,
194 Ind. 314, 142 N.E. 711 (1924); note (1935) 94 A.L.R. 468.
I0 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §17-115.
"Id. at §6-1812.
1Proposed in Ind. Acts 1937, c. 311, Ind. Acts. 1939, c. 174; repealed
at general election Nov. 5, 1940; IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941)
Ind. Const. Art. XI, §10. This section restricted bank charters
to twenty years.
2 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §18-2008 (upon expiration of charter,
bank by written instrument delivers over business to department of
financial institutions which upon examination grants petition for
bank to reopen). The general rule is that a corporation ceases
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date "any and all reorganizations by financial institutions
under any law of this state under and pursuant to the pro-
visions of The Indiana Financial Institutions Act."'3  Exist-
ing corporations may amend their articles of incorporation
to permit their continuance for a period fixed in the articles
or perpetually.4
Par V~alue Shares. In order to simplify the enforce-"
ment of the constitutional provisions for stockholders' double
liability,5 the Financial Institutions Act of 1933 required all
stock to have a par value of one hundred dollars. 6 Chapter
54 of the Acts 1941 permits the division of capital stock into
shares of a par value of not less than ten nor more than one
hundred dollars.7 Shares of building and loan and savings
and loan companies still must be issued with one hundred
dollars par value.8
Sound Capital. The sound capital of a financial insti-
tution, according to chapter 223, shall contain reserves for
dividends payable in common stock, in addition to paid-in
and unimpaired capital, unimpaired surplus, and unimpaired
proceeds of notes and debentures issued under the authority
of and approved by the department of financial institutions.9
Liquidation. In the liquidation of a financial institution,
no interest shall be paid to the creditors of any class until
the creditors of every class (including debenture holders)
have received payment of the principal amount of their
claims in full.10 Likewise the court is prohibited from or-
to exist upon expiration of charter. Clark v. American Cannel
Coal Co., 165 Ind. 213, 73 N. E. 1083 (1905). It is questionable
whether such reorganization is valid unless notice to creditors is
given under voluntary dissolution proceedings. See note 13 infTa.
SIND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §18-1009.
4Id. at §§18-601, 612.
5 Id. at Ind. Const. Art. XI, §6, proposed in Ind. Acts 1937, c. 309, Ind.
Acts 1939, c. 173; repealed at general election Nov. 5, 1940.
GIND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §18-413.
7 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §18-413.
SIbid.
D Id. at §18-103.
10 Id. at §18-318. It has been held that payment of interest on claims
does not impair obligation of contract of a stockholder or deprive
him of property without due process of law, where interest was
paid out of surplus after liquidation and the claims were paid in
full. Greva v. Rainey, 2 Cal. (2d) 338, 41 P. (2d) 328 (1935);
Leach v. Sanborn State Bk., 210 Iowa 613, 231 N. W. 497 (1930).
The statute declares the general rule, that no interest will be paid
to creditors of an insolvent bank after date or appointment of
19411
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dering payment of interest.'"
Voluntary Liquidation Notices Validated. Financial in-
stitutions must publish notice of voluntary dissolution 2
Chapter 157 authorizes notices to correct proceedings where
notice was omitted and bars claims of interested persons
failing to object within sixty days.'3
Saturday Half Holiday. Chapter 53 permits any bank,
trust company, or safe deposit institution to close at noon
on Saturday and such closing constitutes a legal half holiday
for the institution. 4 The effect of the act, however, seems
to make Saturday a full legal holiday for the presentment
of checks for payment and notice of dishonor. 5
Savings Banks. Under the act of 1869, trustees of sav-
ings banks were required to keep reserve deposits in banks
of adjoining states or in national banks.' 6 Chapter 104 Acts
1941, authorizes deposits in any bank organized under the
laws of the United States or of any state.'7 The act also
changes the approval of reserve depository banks from the
state auditor to the department of financial institutions.
Building and Loan Associations. Chapter 60 permits
more liberal loan policies by building and loan associations.
In share reducing amortized loans, where the primary ob-
receiver. Henrichs v. Higley, 199 Iowa 765, 202 N. W. 746 (1925).
But if a surplus is left after claims are paid, interest will be
allowed. Leach v. Sanborn State Bank, 210 Iowa 613, 231 N. W.
497 (1930).
1 1 ND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §18-318.
12 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §18-909.
'
3 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§18-1921, 1922. This statute is
remedial in nature. The general rule is that creative or remedial
statutes which change remedies or matters of procedure are con-
stitutional, provided vested rights are not destroyed or obligations
of contracts impaired. County of San Bernardino v. State Indust.
Accid. Comm., 217 Cal. 618, 20 P. (2d) 673 (1933). There is no
vested right in a mode of procedure and each legislature may es-
tablish a different one provided that in each one are preserved
the essential elements of protection. *Backus v. Fort St. Union
Depot Co., 169 U. S. 557 (1897).
14IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §19-1917.
15Ibid. Checks received on Saturday may be presented for payment
on next following business day; checks presented and dishonored
may be protested and notice given or deposited in post office on
next following business day. Cf. IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933)
§19-616 which provided that demand instruments falling due on
Saturday may be presented before 12 o'clock noon on Saturday
at option of holder. The 1941 amendment would seem to repeal
this optional provision.
16IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §18-2622.
17IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §18-2622.
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ligation requires the borrower to subscribe to shares of the
association and pledge them as security, the weekly payments
may run for twenty years instead of fifteen.18  A similar
extension was made in direct reduction loans.
Limitations on the amount of the loan have been relaxed
both las to the relation to thej fair cash value of the real'
estate 9 and as to the proportion of a loan to any one bor-
rower to the total assets of the association.20
Guarantee Loan and Savings Associations. Chapter 36
Acts 1941 repealed the double liability of guarantee stock-
holders as of December 31, 1941 except for associations in
liquidation on or before that date.21
INSURANCE
The 1941 acts made important changes in the reinsur-
ance, and investment 2 statutes and liberalized the qualifica-
tions for directors in physicians' and dentists' liability in-
surance. 3
Reinsurance. As defined by chapter 115, Acts 1941, re-
insurance is "a legal transaction other than merger or con-
solidation by which an insurance company for a considera-
tion on stated terms and conditions assumes all or a portion
of the insurance, annuity and endowment risks or obligations
of another company." 4  Reinsurance of 15% or less of the
total risks is exempted from the coverage of the act and left
18Id. at §18-2123.
191 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §18-2125. Permits loans for 75%
(by former act 60%) of fair cash value on home or combination
home or business property; 60% (by former act 50%) of the fair
cash value of improved real estate used for business purposes;
50% (by former act 40%) of fair cash value of real estate securing
any straight loan payable without amortization unless the excess
is secured by bonds.
2 0 IN). STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §18-2126. Association with
assets of $250,000 or less may loan $5,000; with assets of $500,000
may loan $7,500; and with assets over $500,000 may loan $10,000 or
1% of assets whichever is greater.
2Id. at §18-2804.
IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§39-3901, 3909, 3910, 3911,
3913, 3914.
2 Id. at §39-4202.
3 Id. at §39-3711 (in companies writing only physicians' and dentists'
liability insurance, the director, if not a policyholder, may sub-
stitute five years experience in management or underwriting of




exclusively to free contract, except where the ceding com-
pany is in rehabilitation or liquidation proceedings or where
the accepting company is a nonlicensed foreign company."
The amount and manner of reinsurance is made certain
by the new amendments." The reinsurance procedure is
likewise simplified. Under the original act, articles of re-
insurance could be issued only after action by the board of
directors, ratified by two-thirds of the shareholders, reap-
proval by the board, and finally approved by the depart-
ment of insurance.8 Although the new act eliminates share-
holder approval,9 the rights of shareholders are adequately
protected by the insurance commissioner. 1 The flexibility
of the new procedure will be of great assistance to companies
making reinsurance contracts.1
Investments. Liberalization of investment restrictions
on life insurance companies reflects general optimism con-
sIbd. The act recognizes that reinsurance is of two types: (1) where
one company insures a large risk and shifts it by insuring that
individual risk with another company (2) where reinsurance is a
device substituted for merger and consolidation. This latter type
usually is employed where an insurance company is in financial
difficulties. See 1 COUCH, INSURANCE (1929) §44; 1 COOLEY, BRIEFS
ON INSURANCE (2d ed. 1927) 774; note (1940) YALE L J. 117.
The act, then, seeks to regulate this latter type of insurance.
6 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §39-3901; cf. IND. STAT. ANN.
(Burns, 1933) §39-3901. The act now states a company may
reinsure, "all or a portion in excess of 15% of its risks" where
formerly it expressed it, "all or a substantial number of its risks".
7 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §39-3907.
8 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §§39-3907 to 3911.
9 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §39-3909.
3l0d. at 39-3907. The commissioner's approval is made an express
condition precedent to validity of the agreement. One of the
conditions for approval is that the agreement deal fairly and
equitably with the contract and policyholders of the companies.
Further, this section provides for notice to the policyholder. If the
policyholder rejects the agreement within the prescribed period,
he may demand the reserve of his policy if the company is a going
concern. If not a going concern, he may submit a claim against
the assets of the insurer. Iowa Life Ins. Co. v. Eastern Mut. Life
Ins. Co., 64 N. J. L. 340, 45 Atl. 762 (1900) (court upheld as
constitutional the delegation of power to insurance commissioner to
approve reinsurance agreements).
1 "The large number of policyholders, the need for speed in effecting
the transfer, the ignorance of the insured about the financial
intricacies of insurance-all militate against making policyholder
participation a useful adjunct of insurance reorganization. Reliance
must be placed in the only effective protective device-the in-
dependent insurance commissioner's supervisory power, subject tojudicial review, over the fairness of the reinsurance agreement."
PATTERSON, THE INSURANCE COMMISSIONER IN THE UNITED STATES
(1st ed. 1927) 212. Note (1940) YALE L. J. 117, 118.
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cerning the future stability of land values. The 1941 amend-
ments permit loans on real estate "worth not less than fifty
per cent more than the amount loaned thereon."'12 The prior
law required the security to be worth 662 per cent of the
loan.18 Where improvements constitute a part of the security,
the improvements must be insured for the benefit of the
mortgagee in an amount not less than the difference between
two-thirds of the value of the land and the amount of the
loan.14
INTOXICATING LIQUORS
The liquor control laws of Indiana were changed in two
respects by Chapter 237 of the Acts of 1941: (1) a general
administrative reorganization, and (2) further regulation
of the sale of intoxicants.1
For the purpose of reorganizing the Alcoholic Beverages
Commission, the governor was ordered to declare vacant the
offices of the present members of the commission and to
appoint four new members. If the governor and lieutenant-
governor were not members of the same political party, two
members of the commission were to be appointed with the
consent of the lieutenant-governor. The excise administrator,
formerly appointed by the governor, was to be elected by
the commission from among its members. The validity of
these changes is doubtful since the decision in Tucker V.
State,2 although this act was not litigated in the case.
The enforcement of the Fair Trade Act3 is facilitated
by giving the Alcoholic Beverages Commission the power to
prohibit or regulate alcoholic beverage sales which are in
violation of that act. Permittees are not allowed to discrim-
inate between purchasers by granting any price, discount,
allowance or service charge which is not available to all
purchasers at the same time.4
By Section six of the 1941 Act,5 women, other than a
12 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §39-4202.
33 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §39-4202.
1 4 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §39-4202.
-IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §12-401.
2 Tucker v. State, 35 N. E. (2d) 270 (Ind. 1941), noted p. 135 supra.
3Ind. Acts 1937, c. 17, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §66-301.




permittee or the wife of a permittee, are forbidden to go
behind the bar for the purpose of tending bar. The Commis-
sion has interpreted this section to mean, that in determining
the liability of either the woman or the permittee the intent
of the woman is controlling, and that a woman may go be-
hind the bar for any purpose other than tending bar.,
Section seven adds an enforcement tax to the present
tax on alcoholic beverages. The tax does not apply to alcoholic
beverages withdrawn for sale for delivery outside the state
and sold for delivery outside the state.7
Section four makes it unlawful for grocery stores and
drug stores, as permit holders for the sale of beer, to dispense
iced or cooled beer ready for immediate consumption.8 The
section has been declared unconstitutional in a lower court on
the ground that it unreasonably discriminated against the
druggist or grocer holding beer permits in favor of the
tavern license holder.9 No injunction is in effect, however,
and the commission is enforcing the act.10
MINES AND MINERALS
Strip Mines. Indiana Acts 1941, chapter 68 requires
commercial strip mine operators to obtain a permit for
stripping and to reforest land previously stripped.,
This act appears to be a valid exercise of the police
power. The injurious effect of strip mining upon the land
stripped and upon adjacent land and streams can hardly be
argued, and the value of trees and shrubs in preventing
,)Alcoholic Beverages Div. Bull. No. 93 (1941).
7 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §12-428.
8Id. at §12-510.
9Clark v. Barnhart, Marion Superior Court (1941). Suit was filed
to enjoin enforcement and Judge Spencer granted a temporary
restraining order. He later ruled that the provision was uncon-
stitutional, but dissolved the restraining order.
10 Alcoholic Beverages Div. Bull. No. 100 (1941).
IIND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §46-1501. All commercial op-
erators (producers of more than 250 tons per year) are required
to obtain a permit. As a condition to engaging in strip mining
the permittee is required to reforest with seeds or seelings all
land stripped the preceding year or an equal number of acres
of other land mined previously, and 1% of the number of acres
stripped prior to the effect of this act. A map must be turned
in showing land stripped in the past. A bond to insure perform-
ance is required, and in case of failure of performance the di-




erosion and excessive run-off of water is unquestioned. 2 A
state has an interest in the preservation of its natural re-
sources which it may protect by regulating the methods of
their exploitation and the manner and extent of their use.3
And the use of one resource may be regulated to protect
another.4 Under the present enactment the method of min-
ing is regulated to protect soil and water. Nor is it a depriva-
tion of property without due process to impose upon private
persons the duty of making certain forced expenditures. 5
The question of equal protection is raised by the limita-
tion of the application of the act to operators mining over
250 tons per year. But the scope of regulatory legislation
may be made co-extensive with practical needs and conveni-
ence.6 A classification that considers the degree in which
an evil is present is reasonable7 The legislature might
properly find it impractical to include small scale operations
within the act, and that the injurious effect of a small pit
upon surrounding territory was negligible.
PLEADING
Relief From Default Judgments Taken in Suits to Quiet
Title. Chapter 72, of the Acts of 19411 amends the Default
2 The barren strip banks thrown up during operations erode rapidly
under rain water and sheet wash. Surrounding streams are dis-
colored and choked with sediment. Replanting will alleviate much
of this. The problem of chemical pollution caused by exposing
pyrite to air and water will not be solved by replanting alone,
but replanting will keep the soil from washing away, thus ren-
dering the pyrite much less soluble. Esarey, A Report Upon
the Pollution Problem of the Patoca River, (unpublished manu-
script, Dept. of Geology and Geography, Indiana University).
3 Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana, 177 U.S. 190 (1900); Walls v. Midland
Carbon Co., 254 U.S. 300 (1920); note (1923) 24 A.L.R. 307.
While the taking of private property under the police power for
purely aesthetic reasons is a violation of due process, if the
regulation bears a reasonable relation to safety, health, or morals,
aesthetic considerations are a powerful auxiliary. Euclid v. Am-
bler, 272 U.S. 365 (1926); General Outdoor Adv. ,Co. v. Indian-
apolis, 202 Ind. 85, 172 N.E. 309 (1930); Perlmutter v. Green,
259 N.Y. 327, 182 N.E. 5 (1932).
4Miller v. Schoene, 276 U.S. 272 (1928); Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana, 177
U.S. 190 (1900); of. Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S.
393 (1922).
5 Northwestern Laundry v. Des Moines, 239 U.S. 486 (1916).
GLindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co., 220 U.S. 61 (1910); Barbier
v. Connolly, 113 U.S. 27 (1885).
7Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548 (1937); Ward & Gow
v. Krinsky, 259 U.S. 498 (1922).
IIND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §2-1068.
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Judgment Act passed in 1881.2 The latter provided that relief
may be obtained from a judgment taken against a party
through his own mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable
neglect, if complaint is filed and notice issued within two
years from the date of the judgment. This amendment adds
the exception that where relief is sought from a judgment
taken on default in a suit to quiet title to real estate, the
complaint must be filed within one year after judgment or
be forever barred. The amendment applies to any default
judgment which was of record at the time it was passed, and
applies to all persons whether service of process was by
summons or by publication.
This amendment is especially important because suits
to quiet title are frequent, and a high percentage of them
result in default judgments. The amendment must be con-
sidered in relation to two other statutes. It may repeal by
implication the last sentence of a 1915 statute,2 which pro-
vides that judgments taken on default to quiet title against
claims of heirs and devisees who have been missing for
seven years (and therefore are presumed to be dead) ,4 shall
not become absolute until three years from the date rendered.
It is well settled that repeals by implication are not
favored. 5 Only when there is an irreconcilable conflict be-
tween two acts upon the same subject does the latter act
impliedly repeal the former.6 This rule is especially strong
where the prior act is special-that is, where it applies to a
particular subdivision of objects, persons, or circumstances,
as contrasted with a general act, applying to all the objects,
persons, or circumstances of a class.7  The act of 1915 is
clearly a special act since it refers to only one of the many
sets of circumstances out of which suits to quiet title rise,
2 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §2-1068.
'Id. at §3-1403.
41d. at §3-1402.
5 See State ex 'el. Davenport v. International Harvester Co., 25 N.E.
(2d) 242, 244 (Ind. 1940) 1 LEWIS' SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CON-
STRUCTION (1904) §247.
6 Medias v. City of Indianapolis, 23 N.E. (2d) 590 (Ind. 1939); State
ex rel. Black v. Board of Conn'rs, 205 Ind. 582, 187 N.E. 392
(1933); Sallwasser v. City of LaPorte, 205 Ind. 248, 186 N.E.
297 (1933).
7Straus Bros. v. Fisher, 200 Ind. 397, 316, 163 N.E. 225, 230 (1928);
Walter v. State, 105 Ind. 589, 5 N.E. 735 (1886). "The general
law can have full effect beyond the scope of the special law,
and, by allowing the latter to operate according to its special
[Vol. 1L7
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and so it supercedes the general statute of 1881 as to the
particular circumstances to which it applies.8
The hardship imposed by allowing a missing person's
heirs to obtain his real estate after seven years' continuous
absence, undoubtedly influenced the legislature to grant a
longer period of time during which the missing person might
return and recover his property. This intention does not
appear to be negatived by the amendment of 1941 and the
two acts may stand side by side.
This conclusion is further supported by the rule of in
pari materia. Statutes relating to the same subject, regard-
less of the date of their passage, are to be construed together,
if possible, as constituting one act.9 If the legislature made
no express repeal none is deemed to be intended, unless the
two statutes in pari materia are so inconsistent that only
one-the more recent-can stand.LO Here there is no irrecon-
cilable conflict. It appears that no repeal was intended by
the 1941 Act.
This amendment, however, does seem to modify an 1881
statute1 which provides that in all cases, except divorce,
when a judgment was rendered without other notice than
publication, the defendant in that action may have the matter
opened and be allowed to defend anytime within five years.
But a petition for relief from a judgment taken in a suit to
quiet title, whether service was by summons or by publica-
tion, must by the terms of the 1941 Act be filed within one
year. This provision seems to be inconsistent with the 1881
statute as far as that statute affects judgments taken in suits
to quiet title. Therefore, although it does not impliedly
repeal the entire act, it must operate as a repeal in so far as
the 1881 act allowed five years in which to gain relief from
aim, the two acts can stand together. Unless there is a plain
indication of an intent that the general act shall repeal the
other, it will continue to have effect, and the general words with
which it conflicts will be restrained and modified accordingly."
SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1891) §158.
s Western & Southern Indemnity Co. v. Cramer, 104 Ind. App. 219,
10 N.E. (2d) 440 (1937).
D See Sherfey v. City of Brazil, 213 Ind. 493, 497, 498, 13 N.E. (2d)
568, 570 (1937); Hall v. Craig, 125 Ind. 521, 25 N.E. 538 (1890);
2 LEWIS' SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1904) §443.
10 DeHaven v. Municipal City of South Bend, 212 Ind. 194, 7 N.E.
(2d) 184 (1937), app'l dismissed, 302 U.S. 644 (1937); see 2
LEWIS' SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1904) §447.
11IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §2-2601.
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judgments taken in suits to quiet title. The 1881 Act now
should have no more effect on these judgments than it has on
decrees of divorce.
12
The constitutionality of the amendment may be seriously
questioned. It is an act which declares a rule of procedure,
and purports to change the statute which was adopted by the
Supreme Court as a rule of the court on June 21, 1937, and
again in the 1940 Revision, Rule 1-1. Whether the legislature
can alter a statute on judicial procedure after it has been
adopted as a rule of the Court is a moot question, but there
is authority to support the view that such legislation should
be held unconstitutional.-
PROCEDURE
Removal of Clouds Upon Titles. Indiana Acts 1941,
c. 141, provides that any defects, imperfections, or adverse
claims which burden, cloud, or impair the title to real prop-
erty, and which have arisen or appear in the abstract of
title or matters of record thirty-five or more years prior to
the time such property may, after the passage of this act,
be sold, transferred, exchanged or mortgaged, shall cease to
exist or (and)' be barred as against the present owner of
such property. Three exceptions are made: (1) savings in
favor of persons under legal disabilities, (2) litigation pend-
ing at the passage of this act, or (3) vested property rights.
Furthermore, the act specifies it has no effect on the laws
pertaining to adverse possession.2
The purpose of the act does not seem to be to strike
down long established and favored property interests. Rather,
it is to waive long-standing formal defects in the records,
12 But see 1 GAVIT, INDIANA PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1941) §12, sub-
section 6: "The obvious purpose of the act [1941 amendment]
is to repeal by implication the last sentence of section 3-1403,
Burns' Stat. Supp. which fixed a three-year period if service was
by publication in a proceeding under that act, and section 2-2603
[2-2601?] which fixed a five-year limitation as to other judg-
ments quieting title."
3 See 1 GAVIT, INDIANA PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1941) §§1-12, for a
complete discussion of the 1940 Revision and the constitutional
questions involved.
There seems to be no significance attached to the word "or." It
probably should read "and," that being in harmony with the rest
of the statute. See Armstrong v. State, 72 Ind. App. 303, 318, 120
N.E. 717 (1918); State v. Myers, 146 Ind. 36, 38, 44 N.E. 801,
802 (1896).
2 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §2-626.
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such as typographical errors and variations in names, and
to bar belated adverse claims which do not fall within the
broad exceptions to the act.
Because the act does not affect vested property rights,
it seems to be constitutional, although retrospective. 8 How-
ever, of all the exceptions to the act, the term "vested property
rights" may cause the most speculation. In the strict sense,
a vested property right is a complete and consummated right,
of which the person to whom it belongs cannot be divested
without his consent;- a right that is absolute and uncon-
ditional, its immediate exercise being unobstructed, and not
depending on a contingency.5 Following this definition, non-
vested interests such as contingent remainders, inchoate
rights in lieu of dower and curtesy,6 and other interests in
property which will become vested only upon the happening
of a contingency seem to fall within the act. However, if
the term "vested property rights" can be interpreted more
broadly, some of these interests may be excluded from the
operation of the act. A federal court has said justice, equity,
and fair dealing may be considered in construing an interest
as a vested right.7 In a more recent case, the determination
whether a right was vested was made not by a distinct and
separate consideration of the individual case, but upon broad
general grounds which embrace the welfare of the whole
community.8 In defining "vested property rights" for the
purpose of this act, considerations of justice, equity, and
community welfare should enter in. The legislature did not
intend that the term be given a narrow technical meaning,
but used it in a general sense to include all substantial
property interests. It was neither the purpose nor the policy
of the legislature to cut off contingent interests such as those
mentioned above. Certainly contingent remainders have been
3 Jackson Hill Coal and Coke Co. v. Board of Comm'rs, 181 Ind. 335,
104 N.E. 497 (1913); Johnson v. Board of Corm'rs, 107 Ind. 15,
8 N.E. 1 (1886); People ex 'el. Eitel v. Linkheimer, 371 Ill. 367,
21 N.E. S2d) 318 (1939), app'l dismissed, 308 U.S. 505, Tehear-
ing denie , 308 U.S. 636 (1939).
4 Merchants Bank v. Garrard, 158 Ga. 867, 124 S.E. 715 (1924).
r State v. Hackman, 272 Mo. 609, 199 S.W. 990 (1917).
6 May v. Fletcher, 40 Ind. 575 (1872); Weidler v. Floran, 105 Ind.
App. 564, 13 N.E. (2d) 330 (1938).
7fDowns v. Blount, 170 Fed. 18, 20 (C.C.A. 5th, 1909).
sHazzard v. Alexander, 6 W.W. Harr, (Del. Sup.) 212, 173 Ati. 517(1934). 2 COOLEY, CONSTIrUTIONAL LuIITATIONS (8th ed. 1927) 745.
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regarded as desirable for too long, and rights of widows
have been guarded too zealously by both legislatures and
courts9 to conclude that this general act, with its broad
exceptions, was intended to destroy them.
As a matter of statutory interpretation, imperfect and
inchoate rights are subject to future, even retroactive, legisla-
tion, but the intention to destroy them must be clearly ex-
pressed.'0 "After a statutory system or policy has been long
established and is well defined, it will not be lightly presumed
to be departed from or abandoned. General words are not
to be so construed as to alter the previous policy of the law
unless no sense or meaning can be put upon them consistently
with the intention of preserving the existing policy un-
touched.""
A final consideration which would seem conclusively to
take contingent interests and estates outside the scope, of
this act is the fact that it refers only to defects, imperfections,
or adverse claims. "Defects and imperfections" refers to
formal errors or omissions in the abstract, not to contingent
interests in the real estate. "Adverse claims" refers to rival,
antagonistic rights or claims to the title and contingent
property interests are not within this class. They are not
subject to being challenged and settled in a suit to quiet
title. No right against the record owner can be asserted
under them until they are technically vested. Therefore,
they cannot be barred by the provisions of this act.
PROPERTY
Uniform Simultaneous Death Act. There is no common
law presumption of survivorship when two or more persons
perish in a common disaster.' The property of persons dying
simultaneously is distributed by applying the recognized rules
of property law, descent, evidence and procedure as logically
as possible to the facts of each particular case. In order to
correct the inequitable and affirm the fair results of this
9McCord v. Wright, 97 Ind. 34 (1884); Wachstetter v. Johnson, 61
Ind. App. 659, 108 N.E. 624 (1915); Kemph v. Belknap, 15 Ind.
App. 77, 43 N.E. 891 (1895).
102 LEWIS' SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION (1904) §673.
1Id. at §581. See also CRAWFORD, STATUTORY CONSTRUTION (1940)§212.
1McKinney v. Depoy, 213 Ind. 361, 12 N.E. (2d) 250 (1938); Schafer
v. Holmes, 277 Mass. 468, 178 N.E. 613 (1931).
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method of distribution, the Indiana General A2ssembly in
1941 adopted the Uniform Simultaneous Death Act,2 as ap-
proved in 1940 by the National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws.3
Section one provides that where title and devolution of
property "depends upon priority of death and there is no
sufficient evidence that the persons have died otherwise than
simultaneously, the property of each shall be disposed of as
if he had survived, except as provided otherwise in this act."
To illustrate, statutory rights in lieu of dower and curtesy
depend entirely on survivorship. If husband and wife die
simultaneously, under this act the property of the husband
would be distributed as if he had survived, his heirs taking
only his separate estate. The distribution of the wife's
property would be accomplished in the same manner.
To take another case, if a man, his wife, and their
children die in a common disaster, his property passes to his
heirs as if he had survived the others.4 A third illustration
which falls within this class is where T devises property to
A, but if A die before T, gift over to B. If T and A drown
together, there being no sufficient evidence of survivorship,
T's property descends as if he survived A, and B takes by
the gift over.5 The statute in effect adopts the result of these
common law cases.
Section two provides that where two or more benefic-
iaries, who are designated to take successively by reason of
survivorship, die simultaneously, the property is divided into
as many equal portions as there are successive beneficiaries,
and these portions are distributed respectively to those who
would have taken if each beneficiary had survived. This
section changes the common law result in the case where T
2 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 49, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§6-2356,
2363.
3The act was adopted in 1941 by the legislatures of Arkansas, Illinois,
Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire, Pennsyl-
vania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, Wisconsin, Wyoming,
and Hawaii.
'This result was reached also at common law. Russell v. Hallet, 23
Kan. 276 (1880).
5 This same rule of distribution was applied, under the common law,
in Women's Christian Home v. French, 187 U.S. 401 (1903). For
other common law decisions which reached the same result as
will prevail after the enactment of this section, see Johnson v.
M erithew, 80 Me. 111, 13 Atl. 132 (1886); Carpenter v. Severin,
201 Iowa 969, 204 N.W. 448 (1925); In Te Kimmey's Estate, 326
Pa. 33, 191 Atl. 47 (1937).
1941]
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devises land to A for life, with remainder to B if living, but
if B does not survive A, then a residuary bequest to charities.
Formerly, if A and B perished in a common disaster and it
could not be proved which died first, T's heirs took the re-
version, contrary to T's intention. By this statute, an equit-
able rule allots one-half of the gift to B and one-half to the
charities.,
Section three provides that where joint tenants or ten-
ants by the entireties die simultaneously the property is
distributed one-half as if one had survived and one-half as if
the other had survived. Where there are more than two
joint tenants, all having died simultaneously, the property is
distributed in the proportion that one bears to the whole
number of them. At common law, where a husband and
wife perished together in a burning building, the property
which they owned as tenants by the entireties was held to
descend as if they had been tenants in common; i.e., one-half
to the heirs of each.7 The same decision would be reached
under this section, which in general simply states the common
law rule.
Section four provides that where the insured and bene-
ficiary of a life or accident insurance policy die simultane-
ously, the proceeds of the policy shall be distributed as if the
insured had survived the beneficiary. This is the weight of
authority at common law, and was the rule in Indiana before
this act. The beneficiary does not have a vested interest in
the policy, but rather must bear the burden of proving that
he survived the insured in order to receive the benefits.8 If
the beneficiary is unable to do this, the proceeds must revert
to the estate of the insured. This is the result even though
the insured had not reserved the power to change the bene-
ficiary.9 Where a second beneficiary is provided in the
6 This in substance is the illustration given by Dean Wigmore; see
NAT. CONF. COMM'RS UNIFORM STATE LAWS, HANDBOOK (1939) 194.
No cases to illustrate this section were found.
7 McGee v. Henry, 144 Tenn. 548, 234 S.W. 509 (1921) (realty);
Vaugn v. Borland, 234 Ala. 414, 175 So. 367 (1937) (personal
property held jointly by husband wife).8 McKinney v. Depoy, 213 Ind. 361, 12 N.E. (2d) 250 (1938), fol-
lowed by Cobbler v. Prudential Life Ins. Co., 31 N.E. (2d) 678
Ind. App. (1941); Middeke v. Balder, 198 Ill. 590, 64 N.E. 1002(1902) ; Fleming v. Grimes, 142 Miss. 522, 108 So. 420 (1926);
McGown v. Menekin, 223 N.Y. 509, 119 N.E. 877 (1918). Contra:
Watkins, Adm'r v. Home Life and Accident Ins. Co., 137 Ark. 207,
208 S.W. 587 (1919). Note (1918) 5 A.L.R. 797.
9 Colovos v. Gouvan, 269 Ky. 752, 108 S.W. (2d) 820, 881 (1937).
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policy or in the laws of mutual benefit association, and he
survives the insured and first beneficiary, victims of common
disaster, if the representative of the first beneficiary cannot
prove that his decedent survived the insured, the benefits go
to the second named beneficiary.10 This section clearly
adopts the rule of the best common law cases.
By section five, the act does not apply to the distribution
of the property of persons who died before it took effect.
Thus rights which have become vested by deaths prior to
that date are not affected.
Section six gives the parties to wills, living trusts, deeds,
and contracts of insurance the privilege to provide for the
distribution of their property, in case of simultaneous deaths,
in a manner different from that provided by this act. This
provision is included only as a matter of policy to allow
freedom of contract, especially to parties to insurance con-
tracts. It is not necessary to save the constitutionality of
the act, for the legislature has the power to determine the
laws of descent and distribution," and to cut off non-vested
interests. 2
Accumulations of Personal Property. This amendment
allows the accumulation of personal property under a con-
veyance or will for the benefit of minors until such minors
become thirty years of age., Formerly the accumulation
terminated at the expiration of the minority.2 The reason
for the amendment probably is that persons who have just
attained their majority are not ordinarily capable of handling
investment funds.3 By safeguarding the principal and accum-
ulations until the beneficiary reaches thirty years of age,
the settlor or testator's purpose may be successfully accomp-
lished.
10 Modern Woodmen of America v. Parido, 335 Ill. 239, 167 N.E. 52
(1929).
1' See Waugh v. Riley, 68 Ind. 482, 497 (1879).
1 2 Jackson Hill Coal & Coke Co. v. Board of Comm'rs, 181 Ind. 335,
104 N.E. 497 (1914).
Ind. Acts 1941, c. 218, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §51-102.2 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §51-102.
See Leach, The Rule Against Perpetuities and the Indiana Perpe-
tuities Statute (1940) 15 IND. L. T. 261, 273.
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PROVISIONAL REMEDIES AND SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS
Children Born out of Wedlock. The 1941 act' concerning
children born out of wedlock was passed for the purpose of
providing proper legal procedures to enable such children to
obtain the same care, maintenance, education, protection,
support and opportunities as legitimate children are accorded.2
Obligations to SupportA The same obligations which
parents owe their legitimate children are by this act imposed
upon the parents of children born out of wedlock. Hence
both parents owe the child necessary maintenance, medical
care, education and support, and must pay funeral expenses
in case of its death. The mother may recover from the
father a reasonable share of these expenses. The father is
also liable for the expenses of the pregnancy and birth, in-
cluding such items as prenatal care, delivery, hospitalization,
post-natal care, and the mother's funeral expense should she
die as a result of the pregnancy. Formerly the father was
liable only for the maintenance and education of the child.
Third persons entitled to remuneration for care, services
and support furnished the mother or child are now given a
cause of action against the father after his paternity is
established. The father's obligations may be enforced against
his estate after his death, but never in an amount exceeding
what the child's distributive share would have been had it
been legitimate. The provisions of this section do not impair
the rights of surviving wife nor amend the laws of descent.
Procedures.5 The father and mother may file a volun-
tary joint petition for a hearing to establish the paternity of
their child. The court then holds an informal private hear-
ing to establish the pertinent facts, and may have the facil-
ities of the state and county welfare departments at its dis-
posal to aid in the investigation. The judgment of the court
establishes the paternity and fixes the financial responsi-
Ind. Acts 1941, c. 112, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §3-623.
et seq.
2 Ind. Acts 1941, c. 112, §1, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §3-623.
8 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§3-624 to 629.
4 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §3-614 (repealed); Brown v. State
ex rel. Pavey, 94 Ind. App. 669, 182 N.E. 263 (1932) (father held
liable only for court costs when child was stillborn); Price v.
State ex rel. Gordon, 67 Ind. App. 1, 118 N.E. 263 (1932) (ex-
penses of a surgical operation necessary during childbirth, dam-




bilities of the father, and this has the same force and effect
as any other civil judgment.
If an action to compel support is necessary, it is now
brought in a court having juvenile jurisdiction in any county
where the mother, child, or father resides or is found. Form-
erly, the action was brought only in the county where defend-
ant resided," and after a hearing before a justice of the
peace he was bound over for trial to the Circuit Court. It
seems that the mother may now bring the action in her own
name, rather than by the former ex rel action in the name
of the state. The prosecuting attorney of the county in which
the action is brought is to represent the mother if she
desires, without charge.7
If the defendant fails to appear at the hearing, having
been served with summons or warrant, the court may enter
an order as if he were present. This order, or judgment,
may be satisfied by forfeiting defendant's bond. If he ap-
pears and contests the suit," both he and the mother are
competent witnesses, although the defendant cannot be com-
pelled to testify.9
The judgment of the court establishes the paternity, and
provides for the support of the child in the light of its needs
and the father's ability to pay, and for the expenses of the
mother in connection with the birth of the child. The judg-
ment is a continuing one subject to modification upon change
of circumstances. All the records are kept in a separate
book, and are confidential with the exception that the finan-
cial obligation of the judgment is made a public record like
other judgments. Execution may be obtained upon it without
relief from valuation, appraisement, or exemption laws. The
5 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§3-630 to 645.
0 Hawley v. State ex rel. Fisk, 69 Ind. 98 (1879).
7 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §3-631.
8 The hearing cannot be held until the child is born, unless the father
consents to an earlier hearing; but the death of the child before
the hearing does not bar the action, though it may affect the
amount of the judgment. If defendant dies before the hearing,
his personal representative may be made defendant.
9 This provision is not required by the constitutional provisions against
self incrimination, however, for proceedings under this act are
civil actions. Moore v. State ex Tel. Collins, 81 Ind. App. 673,
144 N.E. 483 (1924); Reynolds v. State ex rel. Cooper, 115 Ind.




judgment does not now constitute a lien upon the father's
real estate.10
Defendant may file a motion for new hearing within
ten days after finding or verdict, and may appeal as in other
civil cases. He may be required to give bond or be held until
the matter is finally adjudicated.
The court may, in its discretion, require the father to
give bond that he will comply with the judgment. If he
fails to give such bond the court may commit him to jail for
not more than one year, or may commit him to a probation
officer. The latter course will allow an impecunious father,
unable to post bond, an opportunity to work to satisfy the
judgment and support his child. If defendant is financially
able to comply with the judgment but refuses to do so, a
jail sentence may be the more effective means of coercion.
The judgment remains unsatisfied even though he serves his
year in jail."
Miscellaneous Provisions.2 The parents may enter into
an agreement for the support of the child which, if fair and
1 0 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §3-608 provided that filing the tran-
script should operate as a lien upon defendant's real estate. This
section was repealed and no similar provision enacted.
1 Imprisonment for failure to comply with the judgment does not
violate the constitutional provisions against imprisonment for debt.
McIlvain v. State, 87 Ind. 602 (1882). The reason is that the
obligation imposed by judgment in a bastardy proceeding is not a
"contracted" debt, as contemplated by the Indiana Constitution,
Art. I, §22. It is, rather, a legal and moral duty owed to the
child and society, so imprisonment as a coercive measure or as
punishment is constitutional. Lower v. Wallick, 25 Ind. 68 (1865);
State v. Hollinger, 69 N.D. 363, 287 N.W. 225 (1939). The ra-
tionale that the court may imprison the father for contempt seems
valid only where the failure to comply with the court order is
without lawful excuse. If defendant is financially unable to pay
the judgment, his inability is not contempt of court, and throwing
him in jail only makes him less able to pay. State v. McKay, 54
N.D. 801, 211 N.W. 435 (1926) (decided under §26 of the Uniform
Illegitimacy Act, upon which §3-646 of the Indiana Act seems
to be based); Lopez v. Maes, 38 N.M. 524, 37 P. (2d) 240 (1934).
But the Indiana court disregarded this argument, and held that
regardless of defendant's lack of ability to comply with the order,
he may be jailed for contempt. Lower v. Wallick, 25 Ind. 68
(1865); Ex parte Teague, 41 Ind. 278 (1872). But see Reynolds
v. Lamount, 45 Ind. 310 (1873), which holds that the non-com-
pliance is not to be treated as contempt if defendant is unable
to pay, but that imprisonment is simply authorized by the statute
as a remedy to the state. One Indiana case presents the idea
that the father is a wrongdoer, a tortfeasor, whose acts the legisla-
ture may punish and who does not deserve the constitutional priv-
ileges afforded to honest debtors. Turner v. Wilson, 49 Ind. 581
(1875).
1 2 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §§3-646 to 655.
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adequate, is a bar to further action so long as the father
complies with it. The court is to give full consideration to
the recommendations of state, county and other welfare
agencies in determining whether the provisions are adequate
for the needs of the child.
Actions must be brought under this act within two years
after the birth of the child, but if the paternity was at any
time acknowledged or established by another competent court,
or if the father has furnished support for the child, action
may be brought within two years from such time. If the
mother is under a legal disability when the cause of action
accrues, or if the father is a non-resident or can not be
found, the two year period does not begin to run until such
condition ends. However, not more than two years' accrued
support may be recovered in any case.
Vital statistics gleaned from the judgment establishing
paternity and filed in the offices of state, county and city
health authorities are as confidential as the court records
themselves, and are not to be disclosed except by court order
in cases where such information is necessary to determine
personal or property rights. It is sufficient to refer to the
mother as the "parent having sole custody of the child," and
to the child as being "in the sole custody of the mother" for
all purposes except in birth records and where question of
legitimacy are at issue.
Except for the provisions concerning records, this act
does not apply to cases where the child was born before the
act took effect.1 3 It does not impair any rights previously
conferred by the acts it repeals, 4 nor does it affect pending
litigation.
This act gives the court much greater freedom and dis-
cretion in its methods of receiving evidence and information,
and in rendering and enforcing judgments. By broadening
the father's obligations and by requiring that hearings be
private and records confidential, the act increases the chances
that the child will have the same opportunities he would have
had if born in wedlock. 5
'.,This act took effect July 1, 1941.
14This act specifically repealed IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §§3-601
to 622, and the 1935 amendments to §3-605 and §3-615.
5The organization, ideas and much of the terminology of this act
are based on the Uniform Illegitimacy Act, approved in 1922 by




State Personnel Act. The 1941 General Assembly en-
acted a number of laws directly affecting state employees.
The State Personnel Act,1 a civil service law,2 is perhaps
the most notable. In scope, the new merit law includes the
personnel of the state penal, correctional, benevolent, and
health institutions (except the chief administrative officer
of each); the Indiana Library and Historical Department;
the state and county Departments of Public Welfare; and
the Indiana Unemployment Compensation Division, including
the Indiana Employment Service.
Prior to 1941, the personnel of the Departments of
Public Welfare 3 and the Unemployment Compensation Divi-
sion4 operated under departmental merit systems. The Per-
sonnel Act provides that employees in any department or
division who were appointed under a merit system satisfac-
torily complying with the provisions of the act, may, upon
approval by the state personnel board and the state per-
sonnel director, retain their positions without examination.
All other incumbent employees are required to qualify in
open competitive examinations.
Under recent amendments to the Federal Social Secur-
ity Act, all administrative agencies receiving funds under
that act must operate a merit system complying with the
standards fixed by the Social Security Board.5  Accordingly,
the State Personnel Act provides that federal regulations in
regard to personnel shall prevail in those departments where
federal aid is granted.
The State Personnel Act also establishes a merit system
and since adopted by Iowa, Nevada, New York, New Mexico,
North Dakota, South Dakota and Wyoming. Decisions from these
states may furnish valuable precedent in the interpretation and
construction of the Indiana Act.
Ind. Acts 1941, c. 139, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §60-1301.
2 For a complete discussion of the constitutionality of civil service laws,
see FIELD, CIVIL SERVICE LAWS (1939) 7-17.
3 Ind. Acts 1936, c. 3, §5, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1940) §52-1104.
4 Ind. Acts 1936, c. 4, §9, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1940) §52-1509.
5 53 STAT. 1397 (1939), 42 U.S.C.A. §1202 (Supp. 1940) (blind assist-
ance); 53 STAT. 1379 (1939), 42 U.S.C.A. §602 (Supp. 1940) (aid
to dependent children); 53 STAT. 1381 (1939), 42 U.S.C.A. §703
(Supp. 1940) (maternal and child-welfare assistance); 53 STAT.
1381 (1939), 42 U.S.C.A. §713 (Supp. 1940) (aid to crippled chil-
dren); 53 STAT. 1360 (1939), 42 U.S.C.A. §302 (Supp. 1940) (old
age assistance); 53 STAT. 1378 (1939), 42 U.S.C.A. §503 (Supp.
1940) (unemployment compensation assistance).
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for the selection and retention of the personnel in the state
institutions and agencies affected. A four-member, bi-par-
tisan personnel board is to establish general policies, adopt
classification and compensation plans, and act as a quasi-
judicial body in hearing dismissal appeals.
A personnel director, appointed without term by the
board, is charged with the duty of preparing classification
and compensation plans, recruiting, establishing eligible lists,
certifying persons qualified for appointment, operating a
service rating system as a supplement to the administration
of promotional policies, and developing in-service training
programs.
The state service is divided into the classified service
and the unclassified service. The latter, however, consists
primarily of the inmate help in the state institutions.
Original appointments to positions in the classified serv-
ice are to be made from eligible lists prepared by the person-
nel director on the basis of competitive examinations.6 Pro-
vision is made for a veteran's preference of five points for
all honorably discharged veterans and ten points for all dis-
abled veterans. The wives and widows of veterans also re-
ceive this preference. The preference, however, is given
only to those veterans who pass the examination.
Appointees to positions in the classified service must
undergo a working test for a period of not less than six
months before receiving a permanent career status. During
this period, the appointing authority may remove an ap-
pointee but must report his action and reasons to the per-
sonnel director. The appointing authority, however, may
not remove more than three appointees successively from
the same position without the approval of the director.
An appointing authority may dismiss for cause any em-
ployee in his division. The dismissed employee is given the
right to appeal to the state personnel board for an investi-
gation, in which both the appealing employee and the appoint-
ing authority have the right to be heard publicly and to
present evidence. If the board finds that the employee was
dismissed for any political, social, religious, or racial reason,
he is reinstated to his position without loss of pay. In all
6 Certain extraordinary appointments, constituting exceptions to this
rule of appointment after competitive examination, are carefully
protected against possible abuses.
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other cases, the findings and recommendations of the board
are submitted to the appointing authority who makes the
final decision disposing of the appeal.
Competent employees are further protected against dis-
missal by service ratings and are given an opportunity to
advance by in-service training programs and promotional
tests.
Other provisions of the act prohibit political activity on
the part of employees and define and prescribe penalties for
violations of the act.
Another civil service law, chapter 177, Acts 1941,J pro-
vides for a merit system of appointment and promotion of
registered professional engineers and other engineering em-
ployees actually engaged in engineering service in any state
agency.
Chapter 16, Acts 1941,8 prohibits state officials and
members of state boards, commissions, and institutions from
employing their father, mother, brother, sister, uncle, aunt
husband, wife, son, daughter, son-in-law, daughter-in-law,
niece, or nephew in offices and institutions over which they
have control. An identical law, except that it did not in-
clude state institutions,9 was repealed by Chapter 213, Acts
1937.10
TAXATION
Motor Vehicles. The 1941 session has left the status
of motor vehicle licensing and registration a matter of con-
jecture. Indiana Acts 1941, Chapter 103,1 approved March
5, 1941, amended Section one of the Motor Vehicles Weight
Tax Act of 1937.2 Under the emergency section of Chapter
103, this amendment, consisting of definitions, took effect
immediately. Thus on March 5, Section one of the 1937 act
was no longer in existence, having been replaced by Chapter
103.
On March 10, 1941, Chapter 181 was passed over the
7 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §60-1351.
81d. at §49-302.
RInd. Acts 1879, c. 3, §9, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §22-116
(nepotism prohibited in the state institutions for the blind, deaf
and dumb, and the insane).
1 0 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1940) §49-302.
1 IND. STAT ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §47-1119.2Ind. Acts 1937, c. 255, §1; IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §47-1119.
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governor's veto. This short chapter of six lines attempted
to repeal the same Motor Vehicles Weight Tax of 1937 which
had just been amended on March 5. The effective date of
Chapter 181 is in doubt, however. The title of this act claims
it declares an emergency. The body not only fails to include
an emergency clause, but Section two provides the act is to
become effective on the first day of January, 1942. Nor-
mally, where the title of an act comprehends more than the
act, the surplusage of title is disregarded and the entire act
is valid.3 On this basis, the mention of an emergency clause
in the title would be ignored and the act allowed to take ef-
fect on January 1, 1942. Since Chapter 181 does not pur-
port to repeal Chapter 103 and the latter took effect imme-
diately under an emergency clause and the former will not
be effective until January 1, Section one of the Motor Ve-
hicles Weight Tax, as amended by Chapter 103, still will
exist, even after January 1. 4  Since Section one contains
only definitions, however, the whole act is effectively re-
pealed.
The confusion is made more impenetrable by Chapter
220.5 This act also purports to repeal the Motor Vehicle
Weight Tax of 1937, which repeal was to be effective Jan-
uary 1, 1942. However, Chapter 220 appears to be uncon-
stitutional. The body of the act provides for an increase
in the registration fees for various classes of trucks, trailers
and semi-trailers of from two dollars to fifty dollars each.
This is by amendment to Chapter 271, Section 3, of the Acts
of 1937.6 However, the title of this 1941 amendment fails
to provide for the amendment of any statute and this part
of Chapter 220 is undoubtedly unconstitutional, as not hav-
ing been mentioned in the title.7 Section five of the act pro-
vides that if any part of the statute is declared unconstitu-
tional, the entire act is to be invalid and all pre-existing laws
3 Wayne Township v. Brown, 205 Ind. 437, 186 N.E. 481 (1933);
Manson, Drafting of Statute Titles (1934) 10 IND. L. J. 155, at 168.
4Metsker v. Whitsell, 181 Ind. 126, 103 N.E. 1078 (1914), 181 Ind.
704, 103 N.E. 1085 (1914); Lawson v. DeBolt, 78 Ind. 563 (1881).
5 This chapter is not printed in the June, 1941, Supplement of Burns
Indiana Statutes Annotated because it is considered unconstitu-
tional. The changes which this act would have made in motor
vehicle taxes are summarized in the note following §47-110.
8 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §47-110.
7 Mankin v. Pennsylvania Co., 160 Ind. 447, 67 N.E. 229 (1903).
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which would have been affected by this act are to remain
in effect.
Before the 1941 acts, there were two special taxes as-
sessed on commercial vehicles: a license fee graduated ac-
cording to the tire size of the vehicle ;8 and an annual regis-
tration fee according to the size of the vehicle. 9 The first
of these taxes was repealed entirely by Chapter 181. Chapter
220 attempted to increase the rate imposed under the second.
The apparent unconstitutionality of this act should result
in the continuation of the former rates.1°
Gross Income Tax. Only a few changes in the Indiana
Gross Income Tax were effected by the 1941 General As-
sembly.' It is now clear that domestic casualty and fire in-
surance carriers must compute and report as part of their
gross income each tax year the gross earnings from the sale
during that year of assets in the business conducted by such
carrier.2  However, these carriers need consider as gross
income only so much of their gross earnings "as does not
become or is not used to maintain a reserve or other policy
liability" required by the laws of Indiana or rulings of duly
authorized supervisory officials.3 This taxable portion of
gross income, according to the new amendment, is determined
by dividing the year's average of all reserves by the year's
average of all admitted assets and multiplying the percentage
figure thus obtained times the gross income. This provision
will apply also to domestic mutual insurance companies, since
they are included in Section 1 (o) and by inference may be
considered included in the related Section l(p).
As the result of much demand for relief5 to retail mer-
SIND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §47-1120.
9 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, 1933) §47-110.
10 This is the view taken by the Treasury Department of the State
and a public appeal was made in October, 1941, to trucking com-
panies, asking them not to contest the validity of the increased
tax in order that the state would not be deprived of these needed
revenues.
I ,nd. Acts 1941, c. 140.
2 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §64-2601(p).
3 Also excluded from "gross income" of these domestic casualty or
fire insurance carriers is premium income derived from business
conducted outside the state of Indiana on which such carrier pays
a premium tax of one percent or more in the foreign state. IND.
STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §64-2601(p).
4 oPs. ATT'Y GEN., IND. (1933) 473.
5 One of the proposed changes was H.B. 8, changing the exemption
of retail merchants from $3,000 to $20,000. H.B. 14 proposed
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chants from the flat levy of one per cent of their gross income
over $3,000, the 1941 General Assembly reduced this tax to
one-half of one per cent., However, this special rate is lim-
ited to that portion of the retail merchant's income received
from "selling at retail" as defined in Section 1 (k) of the act.
Thus a retail merchant with $15,000 gross income from sell-
ing at retail and $5,000 from other sources pays one-half of
one per cent on $12,000 and one per cent on the $5,000.7 It
is well to note here that under the new amendments, all sales
of property not covered in the definition of "wholesale sales" S
or selling "at retail"9 are "retail sales" and taxable at one per
cent.10
Before the 1941 amendments, laundries and dry cleaning
companies had been held to be selling services and therefore
taxable at one per cent under Section 3 (g).11 The new amend-
ments abolish this by imposing a special rate of one-half of
one per cent for gross income received from the business of
dry cleaning and laundering. However, income from these
businesses is not income derived by a retail merchant from
selling at retail and so falls within Section 5(e) with ref-
erence to deductions. Thus laundries and dry cleaning es-
tablishments are taxed at the same rate as retail merchants,
but have deductions of only $1,000 as compared to $3,000 for
the retail merchants.
Some doubt may arise as to the constitutionality of clas-
sifying laundries and dry cleaners in a separate group for
the purposes of taxation, giving them a lower rate than that
placed on the income of other service enterprises. This clas-
sification may be discriminatory taxation. The Supreme
Court of the United States, however, has been liberal in sus-
taining classifications under the power of taxation.12 Equal
replacement of the gross income tax with a graduated tax based
on retail sales, also allowing deduction of losses. H.B. 157 pro-
posed replacement of the gross income tax with a net income tax.6 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §64-2603(c).
7Under §64-2605(a), id., a retail merchant is allowed a $3,000 deduc-
tion from that part of his income derived from selling at retail




IL Charles Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co. v. Dept. of Treasury, 103
Ind. App. 359, 5 N.E. (2d) 683 (1936).
1 2 WILLIS, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (1936) 587.
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protection of the laws does not prevent discretion in the clas-
sification for taxation of properties, businesses, trades, call-
ings, or occupations. Discrimination in favor of a certain
class is not arbitrary, if the discrimination is founded upon
a reasonable distinction.13 This may be done so long as all
in like circumstances are treated alike.14
The same question may arise as to the inclusion among
items taxable at one-fourth of one per cent of income from
the business of industrial processing, enameling, plating or
servicing of goods which are to be sold by the person for
whom the work is done.' 5 This provision likewise seems con-
stitutional.
A final change in the tax rates is the specific inclusion
of outdoor poster and painted display advertising within the
meaning of "display advertising" and so taxable at the rate
of one-fourth of one per cent. Previously, the Gross Income
Tax Division had considered display advertising as including
only the gross receipts derived from advertising in a news-
paper, magazine, or periodical. 6
Of considerable interest to taxpayers in general is the
deletion of the requirement of verifying gross income tax
returns by oath. Under the new act signing by the taxpayer
or duly authorized agent is sufficient.i 7
STATE BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
Barbers. Chapter 77 delegates to the State Board of
Barber Examiners the authority to fix reasonable prices
and set reasonable opening and closing hours for barber
shops in any county or locality in which the board has found,
after investigation, that conditions warrant such regulation.
The standards promulgated by the act are: (1) unfair eco-
nomic practices which tend to make insecure the economic
status of the barbers, (2) unreasonably long or irregular
hours of operation which (a) tend to make difficult ade-
quate and timely sanitary inspections, (b) tend to impair
the health or efficiency of barbers, or (c) tend to endanger
Is State Board of Tax Comm'rs of Ind. v. Jackson, 283 U.S. 530 (1931);
COLoY, TAXATION (4th ed. 1924) §343.
14 Miles v. Dept. of Treasury, 209 Ind. 172, 199 N.E. 372 (1935).
'
5 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §64-2603 (a) (4).
'
0 Ind. Gross Income Tax Reg. (April 15, 1940) Reg. 3400, Art. 34.
M7 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §64-2610(a).
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the health or safety of the patrons. Penalty for violation
of the act or orders promulgated under it is revocation of
the license.'
This is the second attempt at such regulation, the 1939
statute2 having been declared unconstitutional as an unlawful
delegation of power to barber organizations.3 The present
act seems to have cured that defect by putting the initiative
for price setting in the board rather than with the barbers,
and by providing a reasonable standard for rates.
4
There are two possible grounds for invalidity from the
standpoint of discrimination: first, that the act discriminates
between barbers and beauty operators, and second, that other
kinds of business are favored.5 It would seem, however, that
the regulation of barbering and beauty culture present sub-
stantially different problems.6 The question of discrimina-
tion in favor of other types of business involves the same
considerations as the question of due process; that is; whether
there is a reasonable relation between the public health and
welfare and the barber regulation.7
Regulation of barbering to protect the public from com-
municable diseases, unhealthful practices and unsanitary con-
ditions is concededly within the police power.8 The reason
usually given is that the personal nature of barbering makes
it necessary to insure sanitary methods. Thus, licensing and
examination of barbers has been upheld in practically every
state where the question has been presented. 9 However, al-
though the fixing of opening and closing hours for various
businesses has been upheld by the courts, 9 the majority of
1 IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1941) §63-342.
21nd. Acts 1939, c. 108, IND. STAT. ANN. (Burns, Supp. 1939) §63-328.
3 Hollingsworth v. Board of Examiners, 28 N.E. (2d) 64 (Ind. 1940).
4A fair inference from the language in Hollingsworth v. Board of
Examiners, 28 N.E. (2d) 64 (Ind. 1940).
5 State v. Paille, 90 N.H. 347, 9 A. (2d) 663 (1939).
6McDermott v. Seattle, 4 F. Supp. 855 (W. D. Wash. 1935); note
(1935) 98 A. L. R. 1088. Contra: Ernesti v. Grand Rapids, 125
Neb. 688, 251 N. W. 899- (1933).
7ROTTSCHAEFER, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (1939) 457.
8 People v. Logan, 284 Ill. 83, 119 N.E. 913 (1918); note (1935) 98
A. L. R. 1088.
SWilson v. Zanesville, 130 Ohio St. 286, 199 N.E. 187 (1935).
loBarbier v. Connolly, 113 U.S. 27 (1885) (laundries-risk of fire);
Hyman v. Baldrick, 153 Ky. 77, 154 S.W. 369 (1913) (pawnshops-
sale of stolen goods); Biddies v. Enright, 239 N.Y. 354, 146 N.E.
625 (1925) (jewelry auctions-sale of stolen goods); Churchill v.




states have declared invalid such regulation of barbering.1
There is, however, a growing tendency to uphold such laws
on grounds that (1) they are necessary to facilitate inspec-
tion, (2) barber shops often become gathering places for
anti-social characters, and late hours augment the evil, (3)
long hours lower resistance and make barbers more suscep-
tible to disease, and the regulation of hours of business is
the only effective way of regulating hours of labor in barber
shops.12
Price regulation has followed the same course. Earlier
cases, relying on Adkins v. Children's Hospital,13 consistently
rejectea such regulation,4 but since Nebbia v. New York"s
and West Coast Hotel v. Parrish6 the recent majority have
upheld price-fixing laws for barbers on the basis that where
price-cutting and unfair competition exist sanitary safeguards
are sacrificed.Y1 The question in its final analysis, however,
is to what extent the court will accept the legislative deter-
mination that prices and hours of barbers bear a sufficient
relation to the public health and welfare to permit regulation.
"-McDermott v. Seattle, 4 F. Supp. 855 (W.D.Wash. 1933) (goodwill
lost is deprivation of property without due process); Ganby V.
Claeys, 2 Cal. (2d) 266, 40 P. (2d) 817 (1935); Denver v. Schmidt,
98 Colo. 32, 52 P.(2d) 388 (1935) (inspection opportunities not
sufficient reason to regulate hours); Chairis v. Atlanta, 164 Ga.
755, 139 S.E. 559 (1927) (unequal protection of laws); Opinion
of Justices, 14 N.E.(2d) 953 (1938); Patton v. Bellingham, 179
Wash. 566, 38 P.(2d) 364 (1934), 98 A.L.R. 1076, 1088 (1935).
22 Feldman v. Cincinnati, 20 F. Supp. 537 (S.D.Ohio 1937) (not un-
reasonable in view of wide divergence of opinion of state judges);
Pearce v. Moffatt, 60 Idaho 379, 92 P. (2d) 146 (1939) (protection
of health and morals); Falio v. Atlantic City, 99 N.J.L. 19, 122
Atl. 610 (1923) (need for inspection); Wilson v. Zanesville, 130
Ohio St. 286, 199 N.E. 187 (1935) ; see Eanes v. Detroit, 279 Mich.
531, 272 N.W. 896 (1937) (dissenting opinions); State v. Johannes,
194 Minn. 10, 259 N.W. 537 (1935) (dissenting opinion-majority
probably overruled by State v. McMasters, 204 Minn. 438, 283
N.W. 767, (1939)) ; Patton v. Bellingham, 179 Wash. 566, 38 P. (2d)
364 (1934) (dissenting opinion).
1 Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923).
'
4 Mobile v. Rouse, 233 Ala. 622, 173 So. 254 (1937) (not affected
with public interest): Ex parte Kazas, 22 Cal. App. (2d) 161, 70
P. (2d) 962 (1937) ; State v. Ives, 123 Fla. 401, 167 So. 394 (1936) ;
Duncan v. Des Moines, 222 Iowa 218, 268 N.W. 547 (1936) (not
affected with public interest).
15 Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934).
16 West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 306 U.S. 379 (1937).
'1 Board of Examiners v. Parker, 190 La. 214, 182 So. 485 (1938);
State v. McMasters, 204 Minn. 438, 283 N.W. 767 (1939); Arnold
v. Board of Examiners, 45 N.M. 57, 109 P.(2d) 779 (1941);
Herrin v. Arnold, 183 Okla. 392, 82 P.(2d) 977 (1938).
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